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AMERICAN WARSHIPS
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CHAINED

STAKE BUT IS KILLED
GOVERNOR TELLS LEGISLATURE THAT!
HE

For a murder

BELIEVES

$75,000

TURE ASKED

0 iCLARE MARTIAL

ADMITTED SLAYER OF WHITE WOMAN:

SERV-- I

ONLY TODAY.
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CRIME IN FLAMES

MESSAGE

IN 1830 IN

VALENCIA COUNTY BEGiNS
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SUBJECT GF

PREPARED TO LEAVE
MAN

EXPOSIT!

NO. 309

IS

SUFFERS
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LAW IN VIRGINIA

BEFORE HE
'

GREATLY.

ALL

committed in 1890.
Houston,
Miss., Feb. 8- .- Dihrcll SHERIFF BONNER HILL AND MINE GUARDS ARE BARRICADED IN MOUNTAIN
STATE CAN AFFORD T0 EXPEND
one Octaviano Telles today began
Tucker, a negro, in whose possession
TO
AT WASHINGTON
TAKE PRECAUTIONS
CAUSE GOVERNMENT
was found a diamond ring, said to
MINING TOWN WHILE MINERS BESIEGE THEM READY TO
ON THESE EVENTS.
ATTACK AT
serving a tnree year term at the state
have been the property of Mrs. J. ('.
MONROE prison and the history of his case and
UNDER
PROPERTY
TO PROTECT AMERICANS AND THEIR
TIME-STANY
ATE
TROOPS ARE HURRIEDLY ASSEMBLED,
Williams, murdered in her home here
how ho escaped punishment although
DOCTRINE.
Thursday last, was lynched late tosentenced in 11)09, would read like
COMMISSION MAKES
day by a mob in the court, house
anywhere other than in New
another
Mexico.
negro,
Yesterday
LENGTHY REPORT square. was
who, it
believed; had murdered CONDITIONS
BORDERING ON CIVIL
That, the man reached at all, was
Mrs. Williams, was lynched here.
only due to the
perserverance
FIVE MEN OF WAR READY TO
The victim of today's lynching was
of Governor W. ('. McDonald, who
In a brief message to tne legislaWAR SUDDENLY ARISE IN CAMPS
taken to the square and chained to an
said today that methods whereby this
yesterday afternoon, Governor iron post.
STEAM FROM NORTHERN PORTS man remained at liberty, must stop in ture
A kettle of tar was poured' over
New Mexico if it were in the power V. C. McDonald told the legislators
of his office to stop them.
tl.at he believed that $75,000 was all him, then faggots were piled about
Charleston, W. Va.. Feb. 8. Govern- - ories. According to the order tli
According to the investigation set tiiat the new state ought to expend mm. He was allowed to talk rot" a
or
Glasscock, Adjutant General D. I). men are to be held under arms.
Mrs.
u
short
brother of
time, then
today. under way months ago by the gov-- ' upon the two Pacific coast expositions
Washington, D. C, Fob. 8. Prepara- ment are expected probably
The legislature will assemble at 3
Williams touched a match to the dry Elliott, and other state officers awaitCenBoth
1915.
in
was
to
sources
ernor's
in
there
office,
confidential
held
a
murder
its
be
IVora
expositions
tions for rushing five United States
ed with anxiety this morning, infor- - o'clock tiiis afternoon when, it is
wood.
- are
in
1890
in
for
committed
state
connValencia
the
America
especthis
tral
government,
appropria
asking
men of war to the north coasts ol
interested in preserving the ty. Telles, who was under suspicion, tions for exhibits. The governor did Tucker had scarcely begun to feel maticn from Mucklow concerning the! stated, the governor will send to both
ially
Central America to meet any emer- peace among the little republics, has escaped and remained away for fit- - not. exnress preference for either of Ule (meets ot llie neat when tne rath- - fate of Sheriff Bonner Hill and 25,' houses a special message saying the.
but indicated er of Mrs. Williams elbowed his way deputies of Kanawha county, who at: situation in the coal country la begency which may arise there, went been receiving ominous and specula- teen years. He then returned was the two expositions
id shot the ne- - an early hour, were reported to be fore them, and asking them to forin
1909
was
dicand
he
tried
sentenced
ho believ- - mralS" u,p tnrong
of
of
that
tive
his
in
message
deposed
reports
juntas
forward rapidly.
clearly rr. rum
facing an angry mob of striking min- - mally decluru martini law. Should the
. tlio Mm t
uwrn.
In
to inree years in tne state prison in ...!
'SI"
and
tators
,.rl,t
and
revolutionists
here
The gunboat Annapolis, her crew
ii:ii-ers
in the, little mountain
village. legislature refuse to take this action
TliP.npum.
k
iiw
h,
a,imtoit
But
this
Telles
never
honreached
were
While the
city.
even if only one exposition
t.iere, plotting trouble.
and to have said that An- - Willi Sheriff Bonner Hill and his men (he governor's friends say he will
augmented from the South Dakota i resence of American warships would prison.
ored with an exhibit from this state. the crime
order the companies now under arms
was lynched on were captain L. Ouy Levy, and
f.nd Colorado, started last night from be
A committment was issued for him
The house yesterday, took no ac- drew Williams, who
principally intended to provide reIn any
an Diego, California, for Amapala, fuge for Americans and other foreign and the sheriff started for Santa F;. tum on the message but the two bills Friday, took the body of the woman small party of mine guards and it into the disturbed district.
Honduras, to stand guard on the Pa citizens, there is no doubt that mar- At, Albuquerque, a prominent politi- by Speaker Baca on this subject are from her house and threw it into the was their belief that they could main- event the soldiers should be on duty
tain their position for an indefinite by midnight.
where it. was found.
ific side. The Nashville at New Or- ines and
bluejackets might be used cian met the sheriff took the commit- special order for Monday afternoon. pit
Information this afternoon
from
period. They are armed with modern
leans, is expected to put out for Puer- in the interior, if a situation should ment from him on the pretense that
With the governor's message, he
rifles and a rapid fire gun, Sheriff Mucklow is that the miners have deto Cortez, Honduras, on the Atlantic prise paralleling that in Nicaragua in he was himself going to Santa Fe
sent the report of his exposition com-- , SPECIAL RULE IN
Hill asked the governor early today ported the camp and gone Into the
The the recent revolution, when American to get a
side, early Monday morning.
parole for Telles. The pol- mission which conBistB of William T.
for troops but at the executive ollices mountains.
Similar rwws came from
HOUSE CREATES
tiulser Ues Moines, now at Guantan-iimo- , troops were called on to open a rail itician came to Santa Fe but if he got Thornton, J. J. Shuler, II. .1. Hagcr-- ;
it was stated that no action would be Kskdale, where a large camp of min-- i
the Cuban naval station coaling, road and engage themselves in bat- a parole, there is no record of it in
BITTER FEELING taken until the details of last night's ers was established several months
man, II. A. Jastro and R. K. Twitchell.
l as been ordered to be at Bluofields tle.
the office of the governor nor at the Mr. Twitchell is chairman and Mr.!
ago.
rioting had been received here.
r.ot later than February 1.1. The Den-ycThere has been sharp criticism in state prison, 1 tie result was that shuler is secretary. The recommeu-TelleIt. was also stated that before the
The situation took on a' more serS.
With
I). C, Feb.
Washington,
which has been standing by dis- congress of this
to
went
back
Valencia
intercounty
government's
iuattc.B 0f the commission are modest
tressed Americans
threatened by ference in the Niearaguan revolution and lived there happily, until the case :t,11(J it is believed that a small sum of party lines temporarily eliminated, ious turn soon after noon when Gov. rioting yesterday, all the women and
Glasscock instructed
Gener- children had been sent from the Muckpttack from Mexican rebels at
but it is said President Taft and Sec- was called to the attention of Gov n.onev will be all that is necessary to the house today adopted 211 to BO, al Elliott to assemble Adjutant
the three Hunt- low camp. The military authorities
a
for
the
'rule
in a day or two will go to
special
considering
rotary Knox are firmly convinced ol ernor McDonald The governor institwo Charleston express ihe heiief that the strikers
them into eff(Jct if tuey are V'ebb bill to
Salvador.
prohibit the shipment of ington companies,
their right to use American force for tuted a thorougl investigation with ullrry
,.,...-- ,,
hv th Wmhiinrp. The r.om- and the Fayettevllle com-- j are gathering Mi the mountains for a
companies
into
states."
liquor
"dry
It is practically decided that these the protection of United States citi- the result that Telles arrived at the mission
West night attack t some point on Paint
reports that It met, organized
The vote was preceded by a spirit- pany of the First Regiment,
four ships whose movements
were zens and property whenever a state state prison today and is now starting
and ed debate, in which
and
sites
visited
the
Virginia national guard, In their arm-- ! Creek.
exposition
Representative
decided on late yesterday will be aug- cf anarchy exists in Central America out on his belated three year term.
selected sites for the New Mexico ex- Fitzgerald, of New York, chairman of
mented by the gunboat Tacoma, now or the established government fails to
In order to get the man Into prison, hibit at both San Diego and San
the appropriations committee, joined
.'it Boston. Final orders for her move- - do so.
the governor was compelled to inveswith Republican Leader Mann in de RARE ORCHIDS
case
the
from
(he beginning,
tigate
That portion of the report, dealing nouncing the action of the Demo
to
to write
UPROOTED BY THE
the sheriff of Valencia with the sort of exhibits recommend-- J c.:atic
iea(el.s in allowing the special
The greatest secrecy is observed here county, to secure a statement from
nile to be presented. The rule proas to the nature of the Austrian em- the court officials and finally to se- - ed is as follows
By the terms of the joint resolution vided for the introduction of amendKILLED
peror's letter and that of
Telles , del,
cure a new committment.
wa8 ments and limited debate to
wljen your comrai8Bloil
three
8.
Feb.
Militant
sufl'ra'
Loudon,
emperor's reply, the draft of which probably believed he was paroled at
was submitted to Sergius Sazonoff, the time he was turned loose in Albu created, it Is provided that the com- hours.
valuable
many
mission prepare plans for the exRepresentatives Dalzell and Fltzger-- gettes destroyed
the Russian foreign minister, yester- querque.
hibits
of the state of New Mexico at rld led the attack against the special plants and did other damage reaching FINGER PRINTS IN BLOOD FOUND
Financier
day.
lu.
aDnarentlv
this fact known
"I am not
consider the .outlook in the Balkans ffo? politlnsl reason auyvftirtltur than the said exposition ,and submit theUile, insisting that with the short a total of $5,000 in the hot house of
BY DETECTIVE LED TO SOLUTION
to time left for consideration 6f seven the Kew Horticultural
i
favoraDle, 'judging from the strength all government is more or less poli-- same, with Us recommendations,
gardens durthe legislature of the state now in scs- - appropriation bills, no other business
of today's Bourse.
Ural according as it is goon
i..a(,
hours
the
this
OF
MYSTERY NEAR CHILLI MO.
ing
morning.
early
'
k1 ,rimn'ted under special Tims
While the
leaders are I simply want this case to illustrate
to tills provision, "' your rufofe
they developed another part of
Pursuant
filling the Chauvinist press with in-- the fact that such things will not be commission has adopted and agreed
"Why is it," demanded Mr. Dalzell, ogvermnent to give the vote to womChillicothe, Mo., Feb. 8. Confronted
dignant denunciations of foreign Min- tolerated in New Mexico. I will not to recommend and report to the
"that we have this moral spasm at en.
as
by
bloody fingerprints identified
so
sort
of
loim
that
ister Sazonoff and of Russian diploin- - permit anything
that the state of New Mexico this juncture? When the history of It is believed that a number of his own, Lee
OF VICBUT SENSATIONAL STORY
21 years old, toIloyt,
acy In betraying the Slav couse and as the governors, office can prevent be
represented at both of the exposi- (his congress is written it will be the women hid themselves in the gardens
do not know whether there are
it.
of his faTORY BY ALLIES IS NOT GIVEN placing the interests of Eurone hieh-- '
tions; that it erect at the exposition history of the most incompetent and overnight, for this morning long be- - day admitted the murder
other cases similar to that of Telles at
er than those of Russia, the
cattleEdward
a
known
n.ost
and
to
be
used
wealthy
ther,
sat
useless
Hoyt,
San
ever
that
came
on
it
congress
fore the day staff
Diego,
duty
do not want any such
CREDENCE IN EUROPE,
BEING
banquet which the police for- or not but
as the New Mexico building, a replica imder the dome of the capitol."
in
1911, according to
number
of
a
was
found
November,
that
man,
large
in
the
to
future,
bade on February 8, because of the things
happen
'of the old church and mission of Representative Fitzgerald attacked rare orchids had been uprooted and County Prosecutor A. L, Marshall. The
UNCONFIRMED.
leading part to be played by a high long as I occupy the governor's
Pecos and that it erect and maintain Democratic Leader TTnderwood
and scattered in ail directions.
Thirty elder Hoyt's head was crushed with
Russian official at the function would flee."
at the exposition at San Francisco, Chairman Henry of the rules commit- - panes of glass were broken.
have
Austria
for
given
The boy said his father
just grounds
a replica, either of the old church and tte for allowing the remainder of the
The window smashing raids con a mattock.
London, Feb. 8. A sensational reis to be held tomorrow.
protesting,
too
severe with him.
been
had
a
crushmission at Jemez or at Acoma. Your session to be taken up by measures untied in JiOiuion today.
MORE
tort that the Turks suffered
It is announced that speeches vie-two
issued
Postal
those
believes
The
commission
authorities
that
son
The
of
today
no
ing defeat at the hands of the Bulfinding his father's
which
knew
chance
reported
had
"they
OF POLICE IN
Austria and condemna- - '
ia notice that there would be delays body in a barn on the Hoyt farm. It
garian troops in the Peninsula of lentlyofagainst
building can be reproduced at a cost being passed."
the
Russian foreign office are
GOTHAM ACCUSED entirely within the means of the Nobody expects this bill to become on all telegrams to the north of was believed he had been slain by
Gallipoli and lost fifteen thousand kil- tory
led and ten thousand taken prison- to be delivered.
state.
Itw, It is brought up so some mem- England as the result of the cutting lobbers. Detectives finally discovered
Feb. 8.
Podgoritza, Montenegro,
ers, which was published in Berlin
In a report of this character, your bers may have an opportunity to fool of the telegraph wires in the provNew York, N. Y., Feb. 8. Police
finger prints in blood on an iron tank
this morning, received no confirma-- t A general attack by the combined Commissioner Waldo today took up commission finds that it cannot thor- the public, he declared.
inces by the suffragettes yesterday.
were
in the barn and these prints
on or support from any source to- - Montenegrin and Servian armies was! the lead
to
and
inyour excellency
oughly explain
Pou of North Caro- opened by the aldermanic
identified as those of Lee Hoyt.
Representatives
on
the
Turkish
of
fortress
opened
is
doubted
It
such
whether
here
to
('ay.
the legislature the plans which it Una, and Clayton, of Alabama, de-- MIDSHIPMEN ARE
of police graft and began
a battle could have been fought and Scutari at ten o'clock this morning. vestigation
and fende dthe rule.
of charges made by has in view for these exhibits,
the
investigation
Republican Leader
Nicholas
of
is
King
such a victory won without Bulgarian
perMontenegro
ASKED TO QUIT
LIEUT. PARKS
a former gambler, therefore suggests that a joint meet- Mpnn denounced it as an effort to:
James
Purcelle,
headquarters hastening officially to sonally directing the operations.
senate
and
house
of
of
the
repre"
four captains now on the ing
the public.
against
AFTER
EXAMS.
AN AIR PILOT
notify the world.
allied force on the strength of Pucelle's un- sentatives be arranged for at an early
Feb.', 8. The
Podgoritza,
Referring to Representative Henry
A telegram received from the Bul- Montenegrin and Servian artillery did
ex- as
to
be
attended
IN THE ARMV
Waldo
:
would
by
cab-date,
your
he
next
of
the
said,
supported story,
"attorney general"
Annapolis, Md., Feb. 8. Announcegarian capitol this afternoon, made no effective work, silencing a Turkish do nothing, but if his story is corro- cellency, the several state, officials, inet, and personal representative of
ment was made at the naval academy
reference to any fighting. It merely battery on Muselim Hill. The infan- - borated, he would suspend the offic- and all citizens interested in the wel- Piesident-elec- t
he declared
Wilson,
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 8. First
try followed up the bombardment by ers.
mentioned the departure of King
fare of the state, at which time this the rules committee chairman appar- today that the resignations of 39 Lieutenant J. D.
Parks, of the Foura
called
as
had
been
for
midshipmen
for the field. Montenegro, like storming the hill at the point of the
The police captains Purcelle charg- commission, through its chairman and ently was leading an inspired effort
S. cavalry received today
U.
teenth
menthe
recent
of
result
out
fU the rest of the belligerents in the bayonet, driving the, Turks,
ofj ed with receiving tribute for protect members, will orally explain to all to prevent consideration of approtal examinations in which that num- his aero pilot's license after having
Balkan war, is badly in need of funds. their works and capturing the posihis gambling establishments are concerned what in its judgment should priation bills so they might go over
of these are made what is believed to be the
ber failed. Thirty-fou- r
The government at Cettinje is now tion. A sortie was attempted by the ing
is
made
for
to the special session of congress.
of be done. This suggestion
Patrick McCray. brother-in-laor "plebe" w orld s record in accurate landings.
of
members
fourth
the
to
Turkish
Scuthe
south
of
troops
to
small
a
short term
trying
place
Charles F. Murphy, the Tammany the reason that owing to the peculiar
found un- The first time Parks ascended, he
Two
of
class.
was
the
but
ineffective.
Ottoyouths
Two
tari,
here, but the financiers have barleader, and Captains Martens, Maude and at the same time comprehensive
man
who flew for approximately ten minutes.
first
are
classmen
were
also
sunk
on
lake
ships
satisfactory
bed their doors and absolutely refuse Scutari.
and Cochrane. Others he mentioned plans which your commission has ANOTHER BOLD
would have graduated In June. Theici.tting the figures prescribed in tho
; to give any
assistance which might
in
it
best
the
has
that
thought
view,
are no longer on the force. It was
HOLD-U- P
IN
remaining three belong to the third Aero Club of America's specifications
the fighting.
'and landing accurately.
pointed out at polico headquarters to- - people will be able better to underclass.
TO-DA- Y
CHICAGO
St. Petersburg, Feb. 8. Kmperor NO ELECTION IN WEST VIRGINIA. Oay that the police graft Purcelle told stand them if presented in the manNicholas today handed his answer to
about was levied during a long term ner suggested, and for the further rea-- i
the autograph letter from Emperor
Charleston, W. Va. Feb. 8. The of years and under various police eon, that, at the present time, it has
Chicago, Feb. 8 A daring daylight
Francis Joseph of Austria to Prince legislature In joint session today took commissioners.
been considered more proper that all holdup here today witnessed
by a
Hohenloh Waldenburg Schillingsfurst,
!of the plans relative to New Mexico's More of passers-by- ,
another ballot for United States sen
netted two rob- who leaves this evening for Vienna. ator, but there was no election.
exhibit should not be published until
$2,000.
..
PRESIDENT TAFT ATTENDS
LLEWELLYN
CRITICS
SO CALLS
'
of the
the representatives
The victim .was Morris Nieman, and MAJOR
ANOTHER NOTED WEDDING, latter
state have officially acted thereon.
the money was to pay employes of A.
Your commission has also taken B. Nelson, a liquor
representative.
the , man as that?"
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. Presi- - L'to consideration the
Major W. H. II. Llewellyn,
question of the The robbery, which was at the point
......
,1 .1 .1,1
n me
rlcnt
v Toffl i.iiwvn onntknM
v..
"PUSILLANIMOUS PUPS."
tv
noted Rough Rider and legislator from!
auuiuci
many slate's
Vw
of
for
these
sec
expo-a
a
but
few
pistol, required
appropriation
-lived thirty- a resolution introduced
'
l
has
who
as
Discussing
"
Cruces,
in
JX A JAs
recommendaonds.
The
I"
crowd
stood gasping for
7hr
hrJ UVUlg C gUCDl. Ul Billons, and, making
call-ha- s
...V, . . ......
commission says a moment and then gave chase, but three years in New Mexico where he Thursday afternoon in tho bouse
ti'in
it
submits,
your
Senator and Mrs. Oliver, of PennsylWho was ing for the name of the autnor of a
and
ot
a
host
friends,
based upon the assessed valua- the bandits escaped.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 8. The federal
Followiner are the defendants in thelvania. when their daughter. Jean taat,
piominenlly mentioned as senatorial certain telegram alleged to have been
tion of the state, as at present found
anti-truslit:
in the recent campaign,
was' written by a legislator to himself,
government made its third
timber
- THE WILSONS'
rolls,
the
,
asspsmnHit
approxiHAVE RETURNFD
'upon
n
j i
denunciation
his
in
vehement
move against the United Shoe Ma
united onoe Aiacninery company,
today
otilJajor Llwelln remarked:
million dollars,
FROM NEW YORK VISIT.
nately seventy-fivI . S. N.
g
Vlne-l:n"I would have voted for that
those who have criticised his action in
of thei
it will cost each
civil suit filed Boston;N. Keighley company, Inc.,
chinery company in
lution myself had I been in the house.
the Progressive party.
J.; Sidney W. Winslow, Oreach one hundred dollars
Princeton. N. J., Feb. 8. Presidenthere today, charging the
state,
upon
leans, Mass.; Edward P. Hudd. New"I voted for Fall," said the major!1 defy anyone to connect ME with
of assessed property, the sum of ten elect and Mrs. Wilson returned here
'
tius1rwith wielding an alleged mo- - ton, Mass.; Charles Percy Kneighley,
GOVERNOR DID NOT
this
morning to a reporter of the New that telegram and you may tell Mr.
at
noon
New
the
191:1,
for
from
annum
cents per
York, where they
years
SIGN INDIAN MEASURE.
r.opollstio power and unfair trade tac William
and
Bottomley
Keighley
were guests of Cleveland H. Dodge, J'txican, "because I was elected by Cutting that I will gladly give him
4 and 1915, in order to make and
in
X
tics to force the Keightley company, Charles Keighley, of Vineland, N. J. X
classmate and intimate friend of the Republican constituents; because last $100 if he will print in his paper MY
Governor William C. McDon- - X
a competitor, into an unlawful con- Boston, Mass., Feb. 8. Treasurer
on page fourL
year Mr. Fall supported my friend name connected in any way with
governor.
,
(Continued
aid was erroneously
Louis A. Coolidge, of the United Shoe
quoted in
; tract for the leasing and sale of and
Colonel Roosevelt, and because
the such a telegram. The trouble with
the New Mexican yesterday as
Mr. Cutting is he has placed himself
trlm- - Machinery company, issued the fol. fixing the price of an
no
here
had
organizProgressives
ir. the hands of a pack of pusillanilowing statement relative to the govsigned House Joint Reso- - X
, having
riing machine."
ation."
mous pups."
The United States district court ernment suit filed against the com- Viution No. 12 Protesting against X
NO FOOD.
?" asked the reporter.
"Of what
here was asked to terminate the pany. The subject matter of the bill N the Indians being permitted to V
.
"What do you mean by 'no organiz-cede their lands to the federal V
"Pusillanimous pups," snorted the
contract under which the keighley relates to contract by the Keighley
ation ?" was asked.
X government to escape state taxa- - X1
major. "That's just what I mean, sir.
company gave the United company company, owner of patents on an
when he presented two Jlrt.ftOO
trimming machine, whereby X tion. The governor did not con- "Well, you know the way things are And you may tell Mr. Cutting that for
the exclusive right to lease to shoe
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 8. Chief of
they gave the United Shoe Machin
sider the resolution as coming X ter.tives Allender. todav cabled to theibills at the foreign exchange wLidow done; visitors to the city should bejme, sir. .1 will give him ONE HUN-mad- e
trim-riinmanufacturers the
DOLLARS if he will print my
of the Third National bank.
at home, and some attention
machine" the patent of which is ery company, a right to lease this ma- X in the class of legislation requir- - X
chine but reserved to themselves the V ing his signature and the resolu- - X police of Havana, Cuba, that Ramon
feeld by the Keighley company.
The numbers of the bills show that paid them at Progressive headquart-- ! name In his paper in connection with
The
eect of the agreement is declared to right to sell the machine. It is a per- tion went to the secretary of Jg Llano, a Cuban, was held here In con- they were two of the twenty stolen ers where light refreshments should cry improper telegram."
When informed of the major's mesbe "to perpetuate and extend a mo fectly legitimate contract under the X state without executive approval. X nection with the theft of $200,000 from In Havana. Llano is held for investi- bt served. But this was NOT done.
patent law and was approved by coun- X Governor McDonald said he did X the registered mail there last fall, and gation. Presistent attempts of the When I suggested it to the 'boss I am sage, Mr. Cutting expressed surprise
nopoly of the shoe machinery indus- sel for the
company. It was made on X not care to discuss the resolution X asking whether Iano was wante'i in police today elicited no information Informed he went around saying: rnd said: "Why, what has my good
try in the United Shoe Machinery the solicitation
of the Keighley
X further.
X Havana by the authorities.
from him as to how he came into 'Llwellyn wishes to feed his face.' Do friend, Major Llewellyn, got to do
company of New Jersey.
Llano was taken into custody yes- - possession of the money.
you think I could vote for such a with this telegram?"
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ut his own question of the chamber
For the city council,
of commerce.
Mr. Renehan said that whatever the
council was asked to do It always en-

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE

THIS SUIT FOR
SPRING?

Removal Notice
33

Here is one of the new spring

ed suits.
You see the skirt is longer than we
rave been wearing for many seasons
buck, ami is siill very narrow. Just at
the knees there Is a Bort of wide facing put on which rounds up on the
skirt at the sides and la closed with
simulated buttons and b.uttonholes in
the front. This wide facing is caught
i p slightly under a narrow panel that
leaches from the waist down to the
fret in the back.
The. coat Is a modified Russian
blouse, the waist part being slightly
fiilled into the raised belt and a narrow prplum skirt, with u
f ont failing from it.
This frock could bo made of any of
the mannish materials for spring. The
one illustrated was of brown and
white mixed, goods with cords of darker brown. The model would be especially good developed In heavy linen
or cotton ratine.
The hat Is of Panama straw with
a bit of yellow bird of paradise feather directly in front and a brown band.

g

GROCERY CO.

THE WINTER

J

tailor-

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.
rj

deavored to accomplish.
In speaking for the chamber of
commerce, .Mr. Kenehuu explained its
He said
development and its aims.
that the chamber of commerce had
plunned to capitalize the relics of
Fe. The Old Palace and the
Ciarita, which really dates back to
1C0S, were of infinite value and should
!)
These and many other
preserved.
things of the same character will
make us an unrivaled tourist center,
but. Mr. Renehan said that this town
vas suffering from the "hold back
Kpirit." Many are progressive and
efe the present and future needs, but
ethers are like sponges who absorb
ell benefits, but will give forth nothing lo aid the improvement of the
Is the
city. '1 'he spirit of
true and real one for city building.
said Mr.
ow, in my own opinion,
keneh.m, the institution of this club
recalj.s 'he place where pleasure is
concoctid. but when I heard the
Fpeakei'is on last Saturday, when 1
heard Mrs. Crocker and Mrs. Penny-Lackedescribe the committees and
the nntir nal plans for concerted action, I realized that these clubs were
for public good and that when the
women put their shoulders to the
wheel they never turn back.
The chamber of commerce Is for the
potection of the citizens from greedy
corporations and to represent the
business elements and - for guarding
f rdinanees and cooperating with the
city council. In all of this, how much
help can we count on the Woman's
Club for? Well, each woman can
at least one man. And so will
the W oman's Club soon be an organization standing with the chamber of
commerce on all these points and
you women can convert the drones
for in. We have gone to the end of
c ur
rope, but with your influence we
can hope to convert even the drones
to the needs of progressive acts.
I understand that the Woman's Club
feels the spirit of cooperation on all
these civic matters, and where their
work crosses that of other organizations, they will go hand in hand.
May we hope you will bring all the
idlers into the field and that the city
will revive and continue to prosper.
Before adjourning the Club voted
their thanks to the speakers of the
day. Tea was served in the Rito de
Frijoles room. Mrs. Giddings and Mrs.
Hanna presided at the tea tables.

cut-awa-

UN

ER GROCERY CO.

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

r

SOCIAL CALENDAR.
(Editors Note Notices for this cal-- ,
endar should arrive at the office of the
New Mexican not later than Friday

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
STOCK FOOD.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds of flowers,

ALFALFA SEED.

jarden 4 field seeds

j

in bulk and packages

Phone Black

45

45

Wood

oal

I

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

SAWED WOOD
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

t

Ol

S

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

evening.
February 14 (Friday) Hlks' mas-- i
querade ball, "Valentine Night". Fa- vors for the moRt attractive or
Klks' gueBts will
"unique" costume.
be admitted if names are sent In dur-- j
ing the coming week.
January 28 (Tuesday) Reception
at the Palace of the Governors to the
rienihers of the legislature, state and
ffderal officials, et. al., by the Museum
The Historical Sof New Mexico.
ciety of New Mexico, the Santa Fo
Woman's Board of Trade, the Santa
Fe Chamber of Commerce and the
Santa Fe Woman's Club. The public
is invited. Hours, 8 to 11.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

CARD PARTY.

Phone One Double 0 J.

Vcnnme

ELECTRICIAN,

LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
op ALl DESCRIPTIONS.

(Continued on page three).
didn't blame the water company,
The reception given last Saturuay whose stock holders living In New
A COLD IN ONE DAY.
the club's
did not reduce their profits to TO CURE
light in honor ofMrs.
P. V. Penny-backe- r York,us
guests,
water. Why should they Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
better
give
Tablets.
Crocker,
Druggists refund money if
and Mrs. Emmons
use money to improve our water n
W. GROVE'S sigvas a most brilliant success. Every v.e were willing to drink anything it fails to cure. v..box.
25c.
t
nature is on .each
one who had the opportunity of hear- that would run tfiVougli' pipes?
away
took
talented
speakers
these
an
examina
ing
Dr. Rolls advised that
a more exalted idea of the work of
of fhp
B,pr hG made several
-'
a year by the women and If not
Ifimes
lho Vtuiorattui
erica.
found to be chemically nure and free
Mrs. ,T. C. Worth's songs were most :f.om a dangerous niatter an awful
enthusiastically received. Mrs. .W. G. jnil. si,oua be made to hold up the
!
Sargent accompanied Mrs. Worth. ' water company's franchise until it did
f erve
us with the pure water that
The telegram from Mrs. P.
Moore, the former president of the rur perfect source of supply demands j
A perfect substitute for face powGeneral Federation, was an added jeget. It is said that tills would be j
skin food with mara
der;
recepthe
the
for
oh
After
they velous perfect
company
n0 hardship
r.oiior for this club.
Removes
curative
properties.
supbuffet
economical
have the hiost naturally
tion a most delightful little
or any
tan
black
heads,
pimples,
of
room
system in the world and are charging
per was served in the Puye
Our
skin.
of
condition
the
chapped
The enough to furnish pure water at a
the Palace of the Governors.
rouge and massage cream cannot be
ana
water
is
of
r.rofit.
examination
The
milax and soft yellow jonquils
No
hair growing oils.
equalled.
the softly shaded candles brought out made by U. S. chemists.
with the pure
These
goods
comply
was
Dr.
Rolls said the milk supply
the club's colors most attractively.
food and drug laws. For sale by
XT.
Miss March and Miss Mueller presid- vnder the care of our competent
S. government and that once or twice Zook's Pharmacy.
ed at the coffee urns.
a
year all the cattle are tested, so that ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
The next regular meeting of the
Tues- by applying to the bureau of animal
held
be
will
civics department
condition
of all cattle
m., at industry the
day, February 11th. at 3:00 p.
could be ascertained. Also the prolti mjxnjumriruvwvuuxriruiru
the Palace of the Governors. A gen- ducts of these dairies could be determet al discussion in pure food, water ined.
and milk will be the topic of the day.
An ordinance should be passed at
nn Wednesday. February &tn,
tw
r-ScessPoo,
i
tn!ot open closet.
thanks
extends
club
and
the
Fe,"
the sewer, the survey
the speakers who so delightfully and LasRegarding
been made and a plan devised
SEASON
vital
many
instructively explained
to accommodate
j that will be sufficient
questions that touch on the improve-Mr. the development of the city to a popu-In!of the city They were:
IS HERE!
This would cost
m i n.nPl,,n and Dr. Rolls, lotion Of 20.000.
yc. nuiii iuui
VI
IT nnrnifln SDOkG Oil "City
The average owner would be taxed
We are fully prepared
He Bhowed just now inm
Flannlng."
and the plan to pay $2 each year
sort of work had benefitted the cities $20,
to answer satisfactormuch It would for 10 years, would surely be easy
of Germany and how
...
for
to
nrnmimeet.
Several
ily all your wants
everyone
Fave sania re to pian ior me i..i
iulu.:
citizens
have
been
quoted
now.
as,
is
started
Among,1'1
if the work
s
t nnv TUIO T IPT nvoD i
"J'1"? that the
many other excellent suggestions Mr. ould not vote for
Mr.
But
this
plan.
stress
most
rorman seemed to place
CAREFULLY:
na assures us that with a small
on the examples set by Los Angeles
campaign of education, they would be
cities
two
These
Antonio.
San
pr.d
SARDINES, Imported and Dome measure,
l" !
sure.y, u
aie almost ideal tourist centers and
13 wortl1
a
rate.
Dr.
lo-- ;
Rolls
any
trvl"g
mestic.
and
often
come
there
the tourists
;
town herause of their requested the club to put its efforts
B1SMARK HERRING in the can.
ibeautv, cleanliness and well planned I0" the Prevention of veneral and
Now, Santa Fe fter contagious diseases, the exter
civic "improvements.
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
has as much of interest to the tourist '"'nation of the house fly, and in that
e manure pile must go,
as either of these other places, but u'ue"n.
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
s tnis is the chief cause
of the
she must make the place an ideal
j

Can

You

L

Phone 223 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
CD AM CANT A EE To El Paso' Bisbee Dou,a

riVUJH

jAll

I

A PC all points in

and

a,
New Mexico,
MEXICO
Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

t

Best
Route

'

Ari-zon-

p- -

East
or
West

AGENT,

el paso,

--

Phone 14.

MEXICO

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
S.

U

We

euocij

-

OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that Is easy on the eyes 19 very much to be
DAYS

IN

desired.

N

Located

in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 9,700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewbeie In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Regents
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
.t. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated

address,

Soft.

cata-ogu-

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aid night Estimates and full inforIENT as

mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

THE

PHONE 85 MAIN.

goal

.w

spread of tuberculosis.
jtown with good roads, clean and well
An appeal to the parents to
sewered and paved streets and she
studj
i heir
own children was made so the
niust save and advertise her relics.
Mr. Dorman said there was no lack child could be better placed iu the
iof funds for this, for cities with half f raded work, for as Is well known, all
children of the same age are not of
jfanta Fe's income were doing this ,1,e
same grade In development.
sort of work successfully, and he al- Dr- RNs
so advised that the Woman's Club
appealed, in the name of
rtstianity, for the saving of the in-- ?
!lush such measures as would be in
litre of the work already done by the--j fant- He said that only sixty-fivper
cent of tne children born here were
engineers of the city planning board
raised.
This is a thirty-fivThese men tell us that Santa Fe has
per cent
rate against about ten per cent
already an ideal system of radiating death
:1 Xew
York. The best way to handle
loads and streets that follow the
is tne neighborhood nurse and
reauty lines of the grades of this "lis
,.
thifZ Ulan
"" K J receive
tne nrst con- naturally uroan location so that it will
ue an easy matter for the plans of a smeratton of the women.
Dr Ro,ls said that an inmprove-- !
city beautiful to be carried out.
P"8'cai cleanliness would
Mr. Dorman then asked the aid ofL'T,"
e lnftaiiation of a
the civics department in the matter ' '
sanitary
ft trio nnoctinn on tn u'horA tri Qmi svumming tbpool. This, in itself, would
condition of the lack of
land said he favored the movement
8 ,nat tne 8Cnoo,s
the establishment of a commission
'nA V
1 , P6r ?6n of tne chiIdren
fern, of government for Santa Fe.
' ,1.
Dr. Rolls then spoke on the question
f "mined. The
m DCC
om
"
iu mis, too.
of "Sanitation,
Mayor Lopez was to have been rep- On the water question. Dr. Rolls
was most emphatic. He said the wat- resented by .Mr. Baca to tell what the
er supplyof the city was of the pur- city council proposed to do for Santa
Pe, but as Mr. Baca was detained, Mr.
est, but tnatcertain seasons it was A.
B. Renehan delivered
allowed to becDlne so contaminated
that, as well
-

e

MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,

CRAB

KIPPERED HERRING,
CAVIAR,
FRESH

LOBSTER.

....

for;'Pve,
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WESTERN

i rv

rci
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end

SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED t

E
E

If

D Our
ouva

not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.

Pry Farming Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
Denver, Colorado.
tuiA nnrtment Q.
Specialty-

aw-"-

t

-

....

MILCHER HERRING.

G?a5n
and
HayWholesale and Retail

CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

j

!

rvrnn

a

MACKEREL,

e

j

Wood

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

S

YARMOUTH BLOATER,

RETA

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

-

-

j

War Department.

V

Hardware

COMPANY.

P

m

INSTITUTE

COL. JAS. W. WILLSOiN,

its

THESE

"

Texas.

Institution " by the

f

Have--

Ileght.II

Beautifier

i

NEW

PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

ir

j

For Rates and Full Information Address
F- -

WE

HARDWARE

WOOD DAVIS

Spanish-American-

irrNB EAY
EiUlaHliC
rUA,

TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

.

The

A

WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE

Colonial Dames

!

j

HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc,

WHEN WE MARK OUR

GOODS.

j

Your House Wired While

DOWN

j

ELECTRICAL

Have

PRICES

OUR

WE SQUEEZE

US.

Seriously speaking, Dr. Rolls said he

WOMAN'S CLUB.

the reliable

TV

FROM

HARDWARE

WHEN YOU BUY YOUR

YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED"

that it was, by analysis, not fit for
Meet February 11 The civic deDr.
drinking water. This question.
entertained a l.olls said, was one for the women partment of the Santa Fe Woman's
William B. Prince
on
to settle, for many men did not drink club will hold their regular monthly
few friends informally at cards
on
at 3 p. m. Tuesday, February
home
Prince
tile
at
much water and he had heard of meeting
Friday evening
some men who didn't use water at all. 11. at the Palace of the Governors.
East Palace avenue.

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

8, 1913.

FRESH FISH
Wednesdays

&

Fridays

OYSTERS

You Money
We Buy and Sell for CaA. We WM Save
Trial
a
on Your Feed Bilb. Let u. have
Order and Convince You.

Modern Grocery Co.

GRAIN CO.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.

b
SuunnnnruuiniviruutnnAnnnnui

Phone 214 J

116 QAL1STEO STREET.
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v. est of the
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meridian of such portions as are found net f',
of west, longitude, and known and des- ctii'ain coal, oil or minerals.
ECZEMA ON SCALP
IT
FURTHER RESOLWP,
II B
ignated as the arid regions of the UniY
ted States, has, for years, been one That nil government lands class.!; rl
ol gross ignorance of actual conditions is coal lands should be open to coliy
existing in said regions, and has been or sale, under proper regulations su:
of
House Joint Memorial No. L intro- pcng to grow rich by the efforts
u'most
by it at they may be developed, and j,
continually mismanaged
duced by Speaker Baca February 4, the men who have not yet got in. It commissioned, incapables and inconi-- sons taking up such coal lands he not
cs a truism to say that it is going to
Itched So Could Not Sleep. Mass
and memorializing the president-elec- t
etent subordinates, vliose attempt to biibjeet to indictment.
of get rich by Hie efforts of the future
;md the senate and the house
of Sores, Eyes so Could Not See
serve the public can best be describTha?
rtB IT FURTHER RESOIA'KH,
is
Our ihareholders take pride in the following record.
They made it.
congress for a more just and equit- generations after this generation
ed as inane, effete, academic, imprac- the United States Senators and i. em-Out of Them, Got Cuticura Soap
now
Date
Amt. Subscribed
No.
of
Shareholders
able administration of forest reserves gone. Tlie next generation is
tical, inequitable, unjust, farcical and ,iers of the House of Representative
and Ointment.
Sure Cure,
22
$ 30,000.0(1
house Miuggling for a foothold and the next
February 17th
(jtartcd with) ..
rind public lands, passed the
;
of the public good, and
are
Mexico
if:
New
om
hereby
req'iesi-March 29th
480
120,000.(10
difficult
(two weeks later)
yesterday by vote of 41 to 2. Messrs. i.'enenition finds it extremely
WHEREAS, large forest, reserves ed to use their influence to remove,
205,980.00
..13')(i
April ltith ..
(two months old)
linn ft lea St., Denver, Colo. "My
Kvans and Holers voting in opposition to get a foothold."
have been created within New Mexico said restrictions and that the
220.772.97
KM
May 17th
(three months)
tczenia came llrst with pimples ami a rasli
to it.
1905
ever seventy per cent of which con- nor of New Mexico is hereby uutno:
June 17th
254,327.14
(tour months)
then on my scalp, ears and
on u.iy
Homestead
2H52
17th
The memorial is a lengthy one. but
National
....
the
359,673.85
no
(live
July
WHEREAS,
monlhs).
forests or merchantable tim- ized and directed to appoint a committain
neek. It itrlu'il so bad that
17lh
con3084
397,338.62
held
views
in
with
the
(six
line
many
is
months).
August
by
1 could not
I was a
Act, passed by the
ber, whatever, but for the use and tee of three representative citizen-- ot
... 449,318.62
3512
(seven monlhs)
September Till
mass of sores and my eyes
lesidents of the state relative to the gress May 20. 1802, and going into ef- asturage upon which the owners of New Mexico,
more than two
(not
17th
4588.
October
592,119.62
months)
(eight
I
were so emilrt not see out
roliey of the federal government con- fect on and after January 1, IStl.'i, en- Mieep and cattle In the immediate from any one political party), to goj
4779
November 17th
606,500.42'
(nine months)
of them. It broke my heart
cerning public lands. The measure in titled: An Act to secure homesteads vicinity are charged heavy rentals, to Washington, D. C, anil aid our!
v.m
December 17th
624,141.67
(ten months)
to look nt my face. Every
full ia as follows:
to actual settlers on the Public Do- vhich places them at a great
5081
17th
655,995.42
..(eleven months)..
January
senators and representatives in pre
lit of skin cattio otr whero
Wood-io"Be it enacted by the
WHEREAS, Presidente-elec- t
in competition
main,
with other
the disease, was. 1 sullVrecl
this .loint Memorial to Presl-- !
Monday February 1 7th, wc will number nearly SIX THOi'SAXD genuinely active,,
midnight,
By
Wilson in a public address before Senate and House of Representatives such stock raisers who enjoy the priv- 'dent-elec- t
awful hetwecti tho burning
Wilson and to Cong-esenergetic shareholders, and over $750,000 subscribed capital.
in
and helling, and whatever
the Chicago Association of Commerce of the United States of America
of such
And that the expenses
ileges of free ranges, and
sheer
merit has brought nearly FIVE HUNDRED new investors into this Company every;
w
Only
part of my bocly was on ould be swollen.
at Chicago, January 11, 1013, announc-- ( Congress assembled:
WHEREAS, other large areas have committee of three be paid by tliem-- ' I trcatnl for tlireo month-,- and would g t
month lor eleven months, with subscriptions of over ?tjo,(Rtu a month.
d as follows:
"That any person who is the head been withdrawn from settlement for .selves..
bettor for it week and then I wutild bn ns
Monday, the 17th, ts the last day you can buy our shares at27' j cents. A Iter midnight, they will'
"Natural resources must be con- of a family or who has arrived at the the purpose of classification as to
had as rer. I av in tho paper about
FURTHER
HE
IT
Ynu need not nay cash. Start with 100 shares i$l'7.50). l'ay$l.2S
be THIRTY CENTS.
RESOLVED,
elti-7- i
torted and also used for the common ego of twenty-onis
ot
sent
C'uticuru
some
and
I
a
and
so
miner-His
or
oil
not
Outieura,
it
whether or
years,
or take more if you wish.
coal,
That the presiding officers of each
mvnthly
1 had tin! eczema for
Ointment.
and
good."
Hoap
n of the United States, or who shall
land, and such classification delayed house of the legislature of the State
I benan ti
Cuticura
live months
have filed his declaration of intention from time to time by the Interior De- ic'l New Mexico are hereby directed
Soap and Ointment, but I got well in a
"Until the business men of America to become such, as required by the partment, thus preventing the ovu- to forward to President-elec- t
Wilson short time alter I started to uso them. It
make up their mind both to husband naturalization laws of the United lation and settlement of the land un- ;of the United States, and to tho pre is a sure euro as I havo not been troubled
Table of Monthly Payments for 22 Montht.
end to administer, as If for others as States and who has never borne arms der the Homestead and Desert Land siding officers and members of the with It since. You ought to see my facn
See table for monthly
1.25 Monthly buvs
Inn shares, total cost $ 27.SO
v eil as for their own prolit, the natu- against the United States government
i 2.50
Laws, except in a restricted and un- senate and house of representatives now, I have such a nieo complexion as Hort
2n0 shares, total cost
SS.tX)
huvs
Monthly
Mrs.
a
as
(Slimed)
Mary
of
enebaby's."
ral resources of the country, some
oi given aid and comfort to its
:i(IO shares, total cost
;i. 75 Monthly
buvs
MM
payments. Be
satisfactory manner, and preventing i:nd to the governors ami presiding ofDec. 2;t, lllll.
IKUlO
4(H) shares, total cost
5.00 Monthly buys
the questions ahead of us will be im- mies, shall, from and after the first the settlement of larger areas of land, ficers of the legislatures of the States
500 shares, total cost
6.25 Monthly huvs
J:t7.50
Cuticura Soan and Ointment do so much
order is mailed
of January, ISGH, be entitled to enter r,nd
12.50 Monthly buys 1,000 shares, total cost
L'lS.IK)
mensely difficult of solution.
cf Arizona, Oregon, Washington, Colofor pimples, blackheads, red, rough skins,
412.50
18.75 Monthly buys
,500 shares, total cost
When the government at Washing- one quarter section or a less quantity
and
thin
fi.SO.OO
before midnight Mon25.00 Monthly buys 2.000 shares, lalal cost
WHEREAS, all of these reserva- rado, Idaho, and Utah, copies of this itching, scaly scalps, dandrufr, dry,
687.50
31.25 Monthly buys 2.500 shares, total cost
ton undertakes in the future to deve- of unappropriated public lands:
fallitiR hair, chapped bunds and Rliapclcss
tions and withdrawals have greatly Joint Memorial.
62.50 Monthly buys 5,0(10 shares, total cost M75.00
Is
it
that
with
nails
painful
PROVIDED: That any person retarded the development
lop a policy of this sort, the first thing
125.00 Monthly buys 1U,IKK) shares, lotal cost 2750.00
day, February 17 th.
of New
almost criminal not to use ttiem. .Sold
it must know is the state of mind, and owning and residing on land may, un- Mexico
by preventing the residents
tho world. Liberal sample, or
throughout
of the men that it is deal- der the provisions of this Act, enter and
!
HOME
Skin Book. Atl- each mulled free, villi M-people of said state from securing with. That attitude must be de- other land lying contiguous to his or ing the wood and pasturage which
d
dress
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Los Angeles Offices, 410 W. 6th Street
Tonder-faced
men should use Cuticura
clared open and transparent. Do you her land, which shall not, with the
j
they have employed for generations;
, Soap yiiavhiB Stick, iije. Hamplo freo.
not see that it is your responsibility, land so already owned, and occupied,
of
the state
l.reventing the settlement
(Continued From Page Two.)
l.ot mine?
exceed in the aggregate one hundred wid the building of homes to a
large
the Misses
iliainple, Krackcnburg;
I shall sit there and try to preside and sixty acres" and,
extent, and has restrained the deCenevleve NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT and Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo,
Anita
Uamona
Baca,
Baca,
ever the matter, but I shall know what
AVHEREAS, the sentiment and spir- velopment of the state in its agricul- AT HOME.
N. M.
OF ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISTRAAlice
Morrison,
Morrison, Sylvia
to do only as I can judge the men it expressed by President-elec- t
Wood-roMrs. W. G. Sargent gave an "at
tural, horticultural and other industTRIX.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Santa
of
all
Hersch,
Kaune,
1 am dealing with.
Josephine
The moment their
Wilson in the above language, is ries, and
home" Thursday afternoon and many Fe, and Miss llieder, of Denver.
In the Probate Court for tho County
Register,
purpose Is declared to be for the gen- in true harmony and accord with the
areas of land are of her friends called. Music enlivenWHEREAS,
of Santa Fe.
eral interest and shown by their pro- evident object and purpose of the orig- withdrawn as large of
Mrs. Sargent is a CHARITY BALL
reclamation ed the program.
In the Alatter of the Estate of Jose
part
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cedure to be for the general interest inal homestead law of 3862; and in
The Charity Hall has come and gone de la Cruz Pino, deceased.
pojects which are not necessary to, talented pianist.
Department of the Interior, W, S.
then the whole atmosphere of suspic-ic- keeping with an enlightened and com- but
which it has been determined
it has left a memory of six TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN': Land
Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M.,
will be dissipated and the gov- prehensive understanding of what is will
hours of delightful dancing in the
not, become a part of such proNotice is hereby given that the linal
25, 1913.
ernment will come to a normal rela- meant by true and proper conserva- jects, and the settlement
DANCE.
and reclamabrilliantly Illuminated and artistically report of Filomena Pino de Alarid, as
Notice is hereby given that Nichlas
tion with the citizens of the United tion of our natural resources and un- tion of such withdrawals
The Young Men's Spanish club gave decorated banquet hall and ballroom administratrix of the estate of Jose
prethereby
Fireat
of GaUflteo, N. M., who, on
States."
i, pretty dance Monday night
V!IU rlltlv Gonzales,
lot' the Masonic Cathedral. For a week ric l.i
IJino rt.ro!iunl
alterably opposed to all forms of in- vented, and
G
of the cr more the ladies of the Woman'B
1908, mads Homesteal
many
men's
office'
Introducing
hall,
f?.n"al7.
justice and abuse towards the pioin
Clerk
of the Probate
filed
the
WHEREAS, New Mexico's opporSW
No. 127G3, tor S
Sec.
"This country is not going to grow neers and early settlers, who would
dances of striking Board of Trade, under whose auspices of Santa Fe
old fashioned
the First 05358,
county,
upon
for
is grievionsly
expansion
tunity
N
Section 29, TownNW
rich in the future by the efforts of undergo the hardships of establishing
music was furnished by tlie great affair was given, sold tickets
of February, '1:91 ft, and tlie court 20,
vexed and burdened by the present beauty. The
day
the men who already have got in. It is homes on the public domain
and federal land
pianist, and .Manuel and so successful were their efforts fixed tlie ;;rrl day of March, 1913, as ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
policy, and practically all Joseph Tapia,
that a large audience attended the the date of hearing of objections to Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tiansforming the desert into gardens 'he agricultural and grazing lands of Crespin, violinist.
and orchards, making possible thou- some counties,
It was remarked again and such final report and for final settle-ac.ai- to make five year proof, to establish
function.
of San
particularly
claim to the land above described, behomes
and
sands of prosperous
how many new people were ment. thereof.
H RAN IK
happy
Juan and' Rio Arriba, are occupied ORGAN RECITAL.
A
fore H. C. Kinsell, IT. S. Comr., at
Lorilcn! AhU jour HruKglHt. for
were
new
i'cr the people, and
of
there
hand
nnd
the
but
seal
Witness
they
though
they
my
with national forests and unwise
hf.clieft.tcr's JMumoud TtrondV
A musical feast, of rare excellence
ruin in Red Bud Void
Stanley, N. M, on March 5, 1913.
land
reslour
federal
the
were
welcomed
ol
7th
the
this
policy,
WHEREAS,
Probate
by
Court,
warmly
doof
day
lands
with
Uluo Ribbon.
waled
from the public
was the organ recital given by Mm.
names
as witnesses'
Claimant
Take no other. Hut nf Tour
the
and
11.
r.s
the
A.
of
1913.
administered
dents
by,
through
capital.
mains under one pretense or atother, (V. H. VanStone at 9 o'clock Tuesday
February,
rinrcrUr.
Ask fr 'II A IT I'M TFtI "
Benito
Faustin
Romero, Isabel
Tapla,
IMAMONI 1KANI PILL, tar IttS
United
of
the
interior Department
to say
M. A. ORTIZ,
It, seems almost needless
hus preventing settlement and the nlirht nt the Masonic Cathedral. De
years known as Uest, Safest, Always KdtaMe
Tapia and Hilario Baca, all of Oalis-teIf S'JLD BY WfifilSTS FVERVWHtfN States, to that area or section, situate development of the state's resources,
were
ladies
that
Clerk
Court
of
Probate
the
the
electric
the
attractively
N. M.
spite the trick played by
i.nd
looked unusually pretty V. I. ALARID, Ueputy.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lights, which went out shortly after gowned and
consummate
(SEAL)
WHEREAS, your memorialists thor- the deep tones of the great iustru jas they waltzed with
Register.
oughly and completely agree with ment filled the hall, the organ recital grace to the "1913 musical hits" which
FOR
Fe.
in
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
debut
Santa
u.ade
their
to
at
President-elec- t
and
continued
later
brought
Wood row- Wilson, in was
his expressed attitude, as to what tuccessful termination. The audience) A striking feature of the dance was Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at SanU Fe, N. M.
was mused to a hich Ditch of enthu- - the absence of long, tiresome intershould be the policy of the
Jan. 10. 1913.
ment towards reclamation
conserva- slasm and many were the compliments missions, and the prompt reply to
Notice is hereby given that Fer-- ;
ever so numerous. The music
tion and homesteading in the arid thowered on the virtuosa.
N. M
furnished by the old Morrison nando Gonzales, of Pecos,
regions of the wast, and in roslorinj;
The following was the pi ogram car-- ' waB
orcneaira wuu airs.
i. jyucii utrecc who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home-- '
the spirit of tho original homestead ried out:
ing it at the piano. The other mem- stead Entry No. 07110, for NW
law of 1SC2, and in guaranteeins jus Collection of airs from operas
That's what you say when you tell your friends about your
bers of the orchesta were V, D. Loren- Section 22, Township 14 N., Range,
tice and lair treatment to the hiuut.
Wagner zo,
shopping expeditions.
violinist; Americo Digneo, cornet-is.!- ; 12 E., IV. JYJ. I: MorldlAn, lao filed n
est pioneer and homesteader;
Barcarolle, "Tales of Hoffman"
It may be the principle of the store, the service it offers or
Stuart McCrlmmons, trombonist. tice of intention to make five year
&
NOW, THEREFORE,
Offenbach
your memorBut
are
proof, to establish claim to the land
sells
that
it
of
discussing.
Afinmai'd Adolph Alvarez, at the drum,
you
the goods
the quality
ialists respectfully but earnestly rrav '
before
described,
Register
mHnMl The program, which was neatly above
for the passage of an act by congress, nr,Ai.i;nc.
TIME TABLE
the difference to you means your satisfaction or disappointin gold, Indicat- and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at)
and
stamped
printed
of
the
further
Verdi
withdrawal
piohibiting
"Miserere" (II Trovatore)
ment.
1913.
Feb.
on
13,
N.
M.,
ed there were twenty dances, but Santa Fe,
the lands of New Mexico for any pur- Sextette, "Lucia di Lammermoor". .
Eftatto January 1st, 191 J.
You will find when you deal with the merchants who adverClaimant names as witnesses:
there were four or five "extras"
ant! respectfully
re
pose
whatever,
Donizetti
Antonio
Encarnaclon Gonzales,
tise In THE NEW MEXICAN that the difference stands always
which were danced with great fervor.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conquest the Immediate restoration of all Tt,.,li,.tin nnrl
"Slnhnt. Ma- 11 Pleasing
innovation was the serving Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
nect with No. 3 westbound and
for satisfaction. . Each store values its reputation too much
lands embraced within the several forRossini
te,
luncheon from 11 to 1 In a Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
No. 10 eastbound.
.'Balfel o(
est reservations of New Mexico w I'd Selection, '"Bohemian Girl"
to risk disappointing you. Each wants your good will. So they
R.
MANUEL
OTHRO,
do not contain merchantable timber or snhilme irvenimr stnr." Tannhaus- Pettily decorated room to the north
arrive Santa Fe 12:10
direct every effort to serve you best and give you the best
Returning,
Register.
of the ball room.
are necessary to the adtnlnistri
er
Wagner
values.
Feb
of
Ball
the
Indeed,
Charity
of such reservatiuis.
That
w;
'Death of Asa," Peer Gynt Suite . .
MEXICAN
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
By reading the advertisements In THE NEW
ruary fourth was no disappointment;
the immediate clasrequest
a
querque, locally, and to Pacific
be
with
remembered
will
long
sification of lands now withdrawn for
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Gounod.,iit,
...
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of the Interior, V. S.
Coast points.
nnw
Department
of
nuuuieua
uie
uy
which
are
your patronage.
worthy
with the reliable stores
coal, oil or other minerals
peasant until
pend
"The Lord Now Victorious," Caval- in Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febattended it. The committee's
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.itssiflcation, and the opening to and'
Mascagni
leria Rustlcana
r-- j
were:
ruary 1, 1913.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
De Koven chargo
Duet, "Robin Hood"
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Reception Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
"Cut-offwith
Mrs. R. J. Palen. Mrs. W. S. Harroun, Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
Albuquerque
Mrs. S. Spitz and Mrs. 11. M. Thomas. June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry
train for Clovis and Pecos ValBARTH
FOR
'
- cnmmittBo
Section 16,
waa enmnnaed No. 013018. for SW
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ley points.
Hersch entertained at
Mrs. Leo
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of .lames L. Seligman,
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afternoon
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
l ridge Monday
Returning,
lnten-!
notice
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Frank McKane, Robert Butt, Albert Meridian,
m.
Mrs. Isaac Barth, wife of State Senaea
to
Theodore Espe. Frank Mar- - ticn to make five year proof,
tor Barth, of Albuquerque, BereRlillo Clancy.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conland above de- dec- rmi Rdward L. Safford. Ira L. Grim- - tablish claim to the
was
house
The
prettily
county.
nect with No. 7 westbound car
W.
Holman,
Charles
before
C. Pierce.
orated with smilax and cut flowers, shaw and Clarence
rying El Paso sleeper, also No,
announce- U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
made
Renehan
the
B.
A.
The
prize
sweet peas predominating.
4 eastbound.
ab16, 1913.
the
in
of
dances"
ments
"extra
winners were Miss Alic Kaune, first;
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
of ceremo
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
second, aud the sence of a certain "master
Mrs.McCriinnion,
Duran,
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Gutierrez, Trinidad
Re- nies" who could not attend this dance Nicolas
Barth.
Mrs.
to
went
guest's prize
all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
Juan
Duran,
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illness.
owing
the
Leave Santa Fe 8: SO p. m. to confreshments were served after
While the figures have not been Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
it is said the Woman's Board of
No. 9 westbound.
each was given a little souvenir. given,
charfor
Register.
exceed- Tiade netted a splendid Bum
Everyone declared the affair
arrive Santa Fe 12:30
Returning,
The guests Invited ily, thanks to the ready response of
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ingly delightful.
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to such a
in
Feans
Santa
contributing
were Mesdames McDonald, Spencer,
Department of the Interior,
and worthy cause.
McFle, Baca, Dunbaugh, Page, Gage. pleasant
U. S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Boyle,
Andrews,
Yontz,
Dcepp,
BILL
PASSED
January 28, 1913.
SENATE
J.
Monnant,
Doran, Paul Doran,
Notice is hereby given that FiloSOLDIERS.
OLD
PLEASE
TO
Kaune,
Lineau,
Chaves, Lucero,
J.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. A bill mena Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
Neis, L. C. Hall, Addiston Hall,
N. M.,
Mulli- transferring control of the Pacific de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo,
McCrimmon,
Read,
J.
Hampel,
of the national volunteer sol- - who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homebranch
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Stein, I'hlfelder, B. F. Morris, Edith
6, Township 11 K, Range 13 E., N. M, To Have Your Upholstering
and
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- Furniture
Done. Work
Repairing
stair-climbintion to make Ave year proof, to es- - of the Best. Prices
Right,
ONE OF THE ECCENTRIC SPRING HATS.
tablish claim to the land above de-- !
MAKE
WE
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
.
Step Ladders,
U. S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M., Kitchen Cabinets,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Counters, Shelving, Ironing Tables.
Claimant names as witnesses:
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
Juan Baca, Placlelo Lopez, of Leyla,
N.
Antonio
M.,
Villanueva,
Agustin
.
.
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
of Galisteo, N. M.
Ramirez,
M
r f tr
'"
witfM'i
n nniMiiiii
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j
03g3$V
Register.
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An extension from your present
Telephone to the floor above will
time and
save you
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.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
jU. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.

S7 Call on Our Manager for Rates'

I

immnmmunuiimnn

The Mountain States Telephone
&

Telegraph Company.

Some of the new spring hais show great eccentricity of trimmitis, one
that will be worn in early sprlA x is co vered with a crown of feathers, ami
a peculiar feather contrivance that looks very much like the tail of a
guinea fowl is put directly oi the' back. This hat is In shades cf g.eeii,
and the feathers are of mottle I green with black outlines.

Jan.

10, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Mar
j cos
Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. M,
iwho, on March 7, 1907, made Home
stead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
13
N.,
Section 13, Township
Range 8 E N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 12, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-linValencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
o

SANTA FE, N. M

157 W.

"FixitShop"
For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GINS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY
UPHOLSTERING
128

and

SPECIALTIES

Galisteo St. Phone IW J
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EXPOSITIONS

UNFAMILIARITY WITH
PARLIAMENTARY LAW
DEFEATS AMENDMENT.

mwB

SUBJECT
OF MESSAGE

WILLIAM FARAH

(Continued from page one!.
Nevada Assemblyman Was Carried to
Missed First Roll have available the sum of two bunHall to Vote,-Budled thousand dollars for making
Call.

GEERS TELLS OF THE GAMEST SULKY

Capital Bar

V

S

Your commission
therefore recomwith parliamentary law and mends that an appropriation of two
failure to grasp an opportunity were hundred thousand dollars be made by
responsible for the defeat of the the state of New Mexico for the makHaight amendment in the assembly ing of proper exhibits at each of said
yesterday which would have put the expositions and that a levy of one
adopted divorce amendment into ef-- j mill during the years 1913, 1914 and
feet December 31, 1914, instead ot lf'15, upon all the taxable property of
January 1, 1914. Assemblyman Schoer the state, be made in order to make
who was carried in from a sick bed such appropriation available.
to answer roll call, was not present
further recomYour commission
nen me nrsc ron can. was laKen mpnrtl,
hoards of countv commis- and therefore had no right to vote siollerg be empowered also to make
on the amendment, not being, under
such levies for-- ' the purpose of aiding
the ruls, present. His vote, how-- . in
55ian Francisco Street.
making proper exhibits for the
ever, w:is recorded against the amend-- j counties, as in the Judgment and dis
m'ent mid the proposition was lost
cretion of such hoards of county com- rn a tie vote.
mhisioners, shall deem proper, limit- - WILL PAINT THE
the amount of such levies in a
ing
NATION RED.
MORE TESTIMONY IN
manner which to the legislature shall
CONTEST CASE. be
legal and just.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. A natihas prepared a on-wide
Your commission
use of red paint is to be
8.
Feb.
Denver, Colo.,
Testimony bill to be introduced in. the present made
by the postofflce
immediately
f
at the hearing in the
session of the legislature, which it department which proposes to put in
contest, lj"ought out the information
spick and span condition all vehicles
that prior to election an attempt was submits herewith.is
All of which
repsectfully sub- used in the collection or delivery of
made by the Democratic, county chairmail. Postmaster General Hitchcock
man to persuade a Republican, who mitted.
E. TWITCHELL,
R.
ordered a general inspection of
today
was defeated for the nomination for
Chairman.
the wagons and automobiles in all
county commissioner, to run on the
Where horses are used
H. A. JASTRO.
postolfices.
was
ticket.
This
Progressive
will be called upon to certiJ. J. SHULER.
experts
out
S.
in
J.
of
the
brought
testimony
Santa Fe, N M., January 20, 1913. fy that they are prompt in action,
A bey t a who said that such a propoThe
governor's message was as fol- creditable in appearance, in first class
IT.
to
him by J.
sal was made
Vigil,
conditiqu and suitable for the work
lows:
Democratic county chairman,
required of them.
When the hearing opened today At-- ' Gentlemen :
The minute inspection is to extend
I have to lay before you the report
torney C. C. Dawson objected to con-- ,
- to the small
Commis
furnishings such as the
cf
the
Panama
ah-Exposition
because
of
the
tinuins testimony
to
whips,
lamps and other ac- harness,
me,
by
sicn
pertaining
appointed
sence of Senators Robison. Blakely
cessones.
. painting
is
wherever
5
No.
of
First
the
Resolution
Joint
and 'arris, but was overruled. He
vermillion red, with
then moved to dismiss the contest on New Mexico legislature. This com necessary bright
will be used.
the ground that Senator Barela had mission consists of five members and appropriate trimmings
made a good showing, but the four its actions is fully covered in this
STOCK YARD MEN
members of the committee present re- report.
DENY COMBINE CHARGE.
You will notice that the commission
fused to take action with three menv
in its report indicates the difficulty
bers absent.
in making a written report in detail
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 82. Defi r your information,
that any combinations existed at
and
nials
BUgges-ticthe
DISSOLUTION MERGER
is made that you hold a joint the Kansas City stock yards to conIS ARGUED TODAY.
neeting of the senate and house, in- trol selling prices of cattle were made
all interested citizens to' at- to the legislative committees here toviting
S.
Feb.
RepresentaWashington,
and
that the chairman of the day by Kansas City stock men and
tend,
Southand
tives of the Union Pacific
commission
and its members will at the committee men were invited to
be-ern railroads today formally laid
such
meeting fully explain what in :'nspect the books of the commission
Wickersham
fore Attorney General
r.en there.
the agreement for the dissolution of their judgment should ?e done.
The hearing was upon two bills beI heartily commend such action and
thE
Air. Wickei'sliam.
flip uiArfrpr.
the legislature fixing a schedule
tore
recommend
that
for
CraD.
this;
you provide
lailioad attorneys, and Paul
men to
meeting by joint resolution ofo prices for commission
;ath, representing Kuhn Loeb & Co., ifnt
v ho will head the syndicate bankers the two houses at some time to belarge for caring for and selling cat
'
"e and another establishing a live
to depose of the Union Pacific hold agreed upon by yourselves.
inspection department to regit
In
with
this
connection,
dis
thejElock
report
Pacific
stock,
lings of Southern
late that business.
cusppd at length the details of the commission has submitted the draft
'
poncsed plan, but no announcement jrf a bill for your consideration pro-- j
When Burton Holmes recently gave
(was made
N: H: Loomls. John (l, viding for the appointment of a comMilburn and John C. Spooner appear- mission to represent New Mexico at l is celebrated travelogue on "Panama"
International ex- at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he was
ed for the Union Pacific and Maxwell the Panama-PacifiPosition and the
seriously interrupted by continual
Evarts for the Southern road.
No one
exposition and recommend an appro coughing of the audience.
rriation of $200,000 to be expended by annoys willingly and if the people with
PRINCE ALBERT VISIT
commission for the proper exhibi- coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
ST. LUCIA ISLAND. tte
tion or display of the products and in throat would use Foley's Honey and
other things of interest for the pur- Tar Compound, they could quickly
Kingston, St. Vincent B. W. I., Feb.
cure their coughs and colds and avoid
8.
The island St. Lucia was brilliant pose of advertising the advantages
this annoyance.
For sale by all drugclaimed
New
for
Mexico.
with bunting today in honor of the
gists.
feel
t
is
to
that
it
call
my duty
arrival of Prince Albert, second son
of King George of '.. England. The your attention to the faot that in all
THIS MURDERER CHOOSES
prince is making aour of tile West probability New Mexico could not afDEATH BY SHOOTING.
a
ford
$200,000
for
the
appropriation
on
board
Indies
the British armored
Feb. 8. J. Trammer
Nev.,
Reno,
and
I
purposes
would
mentioned,
cruiser Cumberland, a training ship
that should you decide to convicted Wednesday of the murder
for English naval cadets.
f.iovide by law for the .commission of Mrs. Mary Quilicl at Imlay, in
suggested and make an appropriation January, 1911, today was sentenced to
ELOCK SIGNAL FOR
to carry out the purposes for which die and elected shooting as the means
ALL RAILROADS.
who has
Trammer,
that commission may be created, that of execution.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. Coinpul-- such
ex- gained the name of "the iron man"
should
not
appropriation
,
rail-si ry adoption by all interstate
because of his stoical calm through
ceed $75,000.
roads of the block signal system is
1 would
reauesfc the the trial, was the coolest person in
particularly
"
the most important recommendation most careful consideration of
tho re- - the court room, when sentence of
of the block signal and train control
and accompanying bill prosemed death was passed.
port
beard today in its final report to the (;lerewitni
commerce
commission.
interstate
TUMULT OVER TUMULTY
I am, gentlemen.
IN THE WHITE HOUSE.
Special attention was paid to devices!
yours,
Respectfully
for the automatic stopping of trains. '
W. C. MCDONALD.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8.
W'ilson's secretary Joseph
Governor
HEALTH WARNING.
Tumulty, today inspected the White
!
Chilled and wet feet result in con-- MESSENGER BOYS MUST
House offices. He brought a personResting the internal organs, and in- BE 16 OR OVER. al message of greeting from the Presideflamation of the kidneys and bladder,
nt-elect
to Mr. Taft and said he
with rheumatic twinges and pain in
Denver, Colo., Feb. 8. The senate expected to keep the personnel of
office force intact
back, generally follow. Use Foley passed on second reading
today the the White House at least.'
Tumulfor several months
They are the best bill by Senator Garman, which
Kidney Pills.
r.iedicine made for all disorders of the
boys under 16 years of age be- ty's tour of inspection closed with
kidneys, for bladder irregulaties, and ing employed in any messenger serv- a march into the ranks of a battery
mafor backache and rheumatism. They ice, or under 12 years of
age from of cameras and moving picture
Co not contain habit forming drugs.
chines.
on
the
street.
The
selling papers
Tonic in action, quick in results. For senate also
passed on second reading
'
jsale by all druggists.
a number of appropriation bills for
Carson City, Nev., Feb.

S.

Unfam-Itiarit-

Schlitz

Lemps

By THE GREAT MARE.

WON (N NINE HEATS
(ISy (!. R.

RACE THAT WAS EVER TROTTED

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

these exhibits.

POP"

Fulford)

"POP" GEERS' STORY ABOUT S
CHARTER
NIGHTINGALE'S
OAK, A HARNESS CLASSIC.

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

-

,w

Memphis,' Tenii.,' Fob. S In harness
horse records "NifUitingale" appears
twice that is, two trolters bore the j
iiame. One was a great trotter in
the stable of K. F. Geers. The other j
i
l'as nothing to do with this story.
chestnut
the
concerns
This tale
mare Nightingale, by Marabrinr. King-- j
j

Minnequa Maid by Wood's Hamuie-U.nion, characterised by Geers as one
o; the gamcst trot ters that ever look-- j
ed through a bridle. The other was
a black mare by Osgood's Fatchen.
Mr. Geers told me tne Btory of;
Nightingale's Charter Oak so vividly
that 1 could almost see the horses as'
they rushed to the wire. We were in
the dining room of his handsome home.
on Carr avenue, and the master reins-nan spoke from behind a thick blue
veil of cigar smoke, that all but ob-- j
ticured him.
"The gamest horses I ever handled
were Hal Pointer, Nightingale and
(Robert J," began Geers.
"And," he continued, "the Charter
Oak $10,000 stoke for 2:20 trotters at j
Kartford, Conn., August 21, 1S91, was
the most remarkable race 1 know of
fs a test of endurance, speed and
'THE FINISHES WERE IN DOUBT TILL THE JUDGES DECIDED THE WINNER."
gameness.
"When Nightingale was turned over ing third, as she was in the third the other. Every heat was contested would not shut him out. And I didn't.
to the last step and the finishes were I drove the winniug mile in 2:23, and
to me, she was awkward and rough l.eat, also won by Abbie V.
Miss Alice and Frank F. were dis- close and exciting, and toward the L.'ttle Albert got inside the Hag.
p.nd her feet were bad. She had run
"I have no hesitation in saying that
away twice, which affected her dispo- tanced in the third heat, and in the last when the light was failing, were
sition. She could not trot in 2 : 20, not fourth the crowd was wrought up by in doubt until the judges decided the for downright courage and endurance,
that race was the most remarkable
by considerable, but I was impressed s nose and nose finish between Night- winner.
"When night fell Nightingale had !n history.
ingale and Little Albert, which the
by her willingness.
"Nightingale afterward won a
"My study convinced me Nightin- judges decided a dead heat, the time won the sixth and eighth hearts, and
dis- Iliad trotted a dead heat with Little
race and held
and a seven-hea- t
was
had
2:19
was
shod
and
I
not
Prodigal
reing
properly,
gale
A'bert, who had won the fifth and the world's records for two miles
her shod to suit me; by kindness I tanced.
and three miles, 0:55
"Little Albert won the fifth heat seventh heats. Abbie V. had won the 4:35
v,on her confidence and overcame her
ctank notions, and thereafter I never alter a nip and tuck struggle with second and third and had finished the
HOW NIGHTINGALE WON.
Vnew a more willing horse.
Nightingale on his heels at the wire. sixth, seventh and eighth heats in second
Oak Stake, $10,000, for
2:21
Charter
in
disto
sixth
went
The
place.
was
notaed
a
Nightingale
long
"Nightingale
"The next day Nightingale and Lit- 2:20 trotters:
Abbie V. being second and Little
tance performer. Winning many-hea- t
.4 33 0
races was her forte, and when the Albert third. Bellman was distanced. tle Albert appeared for the ninth heat, Nightingale .
,.7 2 2 0 1 3 1 3 2
outcome of a contest depended upon
"Little Albert won the seventh heat and the latter was so stiff that he 1 ittle Albert
..3 114
Abbie V. second and could not make a race if I wanted to Abbie V. . .
gameness, there was little question ir. 2:21
4
as I might have Bellman , .
third. We trotted the push Nightingale,
about the winner.
Nightingale
"At Hartford in the Charter Oak,; eighth heat in the dusk and Nightiu-fcul- done, distancing him and taking the Prodigal . .
Miss Alice .
Abbie V. second V.hole purse,
,.13
won In 2:21
pMineness won the race. The first heat
"As we scored I told Billy Andrews, Frank F, ,
,.2
and Little Albert third,
was won by Miss Alio e in 2:17
who drove Little Albert, to do the best
race
a
that
"I
don't
recall
compares
sec
The
fourth.
finishing
Nightingale
Dead heat.
ond went to Abbie V., Nightingale be- - with this for exciting finishes one after he could with his horse, and that
!

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

six-he-

.

..5743
..0555

e

21311
3222
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AMERICAN JUMPER
PROVES SHOWV (N
HIS TRY-OUT- S

the
who

could be located have been invited
to attend the unveiling here on February 17, of a monument erected in
of
a local park in commemoration
The monument
the pony express.
stands on the spot from which the
pony express of pioneer days used to
start tor the far west. It was erected by the local chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution.

dock-weig-

iope,

THE DAY IN CONGRESS.

j

Feb. 8. Frank GotcbJ
Chicago,
who was here today, said that he
agreed with Mayor Harrison that the
sport of wrestling must be kept clean.
"So far as I was concerned my
was no
match with Hackenschmidt
fiasco, as the mayor called it," said
111.,

Gotch.
"I trained regularly for the match,
but I must admit that my victory over
tte Russian was easier than I had
expected."

FIREMEN SNEEZE
WHEN SULPHUR IS
FOUND ABLAZE
Chicago, Feb. 8. This year of grace
may pass into history as the year of
the great sneeze, taking rank with the
"year of the great wind." The chorus
f sneezes was on the first floor of a
wholesale drug house in West Lake
Ftreet. In two minutes the wave of
sneezes spread over the second floor,
tir.til presently 125 employes, hatless,
coatless and
rushed into
the street. Examination of the outburst was found in the burning of 225
Vags of sulphur in the basement.
Crowds, attracted by the gongs of
the fire engines, rushed to the tceue,
but retired sneezing. The fumes
tpread to adjoining buildings and the
occupants emerged on the street,
Fire-rieand sneezing.
rushed into the basement, but
"

red-eye-

gt. Joseph, Mo., Feb. 8 All
former "pony express" riders

San Francisco,
Calif., Feb. 8.
federal
of
the
treasury departAgents
ment took possession today of the
books and other records
of the Western Fuel company, which
the government declares has been defrauding it of customs dues by weighing frauds. When officers of the company failed yesterday to produce the
books in court, as ordered, they were
informed that they could take their
choice of doing so or going to jail for
contempt of court. Whatever the
books shall disclose will be presented
to the federal grand jury next TuesCLEAN, day.

Sahdown Park, Eng., Feb. 8. J. U.
Full's "High Bridge," the only American steeple chaser in training for the
grand national at Liverpool next
month, was second to the favorite,
"Glen Heston," on the Prince of
Wales handicap steeple chase here
this afternoon. This was the Ameri
can horse's tryout.
He carried the
top weight of 175 pounds and made
n distinctly good showing.
The distance was three miles and in the last
half miles High Bridge, for a short
held the lead.
GOTCH IN FAVOR OF
KEEPING WRESTLING

NURSE SAYS SHE
DOESN'T REMEMBER.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. S Attempts
by the defense's attorneys to prove
inaccurate the memory of the nurse,
.Mrs. Pearl Keller Roy, states's witness in the third trial of Dr. Clark B.
Hyde for the murder of Thomas H.
were made today.
"Why did you destroy all the medi
cines and records of medicine after
Colonel Swope's death?" Attorney
V.'alsh for the defense asked.
"Because they were of no further
tine. That was the customary procedure," answered Mrs. Roy.
Attorney Walsh asked her what became of a certain pink box, which the
state alleged contained the "death
capsule" administered to Swope. To
this and a score of other questions,
Mrs. Roy calmly answered "I don't

PONY EXPRESS
RIDERS WELCOME
COMPANY
FUEL
AT UNUEILINC
ARE SEIZED

DOCK BOOKS OF

n

ITALIANS SHOT
IN LITTLE ITALY
OF KANSAS CITY

SENATE.

Eulogies on late Senators Taylor

of

and Nixon of Nevada, and
Uepresentatives Madison and Mitchell
of Kansas, were delivered.
Elections committee agreed upon report exonerating Senators Watson and
in
Chilton of charges of corruption
their election.
HOUSE.
After lengthy and spirited debate,
'special rule adopted and consideration
cf Webb liquor shipment bill was begun.
Tennessee,

City, Mo., Feb. 8. Two
charges of slugs fired through a knot
hole in a bill board by an unknown as
sassin, caused the death here early today of Baldasero Benenati, and probably the fatal wounding of Baldasero's
brother, Giacomo, Italian laborers.
Pesidents of the Italian quarters REPORT ON GLAVIS
SENT TO WASHINGTON.
where the murder occurred, would tell
the
officials,
and
the police nothing,
unable to find any motive for the San Francisco, Feb. S. F. C.
special agent of the general
sbooting, said they believed the brothers had been mistaken by the assassin land office, forwarded to Washington today his confidential report of
for other persons.
the investigation undertaken by him
into the relations of Louis R. Glavis
various lumber companies at the
time he was secretary of the CaliWith the
fornia state commissions.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 8. The stock u port, went a copy of the testimony
market closed firm. Speculation was ti.ken before Governor Johnson, as a
lifeless and the Btock market dragged result of which Glavis resigned.
Governor Johnson's findings were
Few opportunities
tediously today.
were presented for profitable trading that Glavis made an efficient secre-- j
tary and that his relations with the
and room traders found little to do.
not prejudiced
Amalgamated was the only special lumber company had
favorite that moved as much as a (lie public interest, but that neverthe-- i
less they constituted an impropriety
point. Reports that one of th large
eastern trunk lines was preparing for not to be tolerated,
Dezendorff'8 report will go to the
a strike, owing to the delay in adjusting differences with the firemen on commisioner of the land office and
the eastern railways, restricted deal- 'o Secretary Fisher, of the depart-- j
ment of the interior.
The federal
ings in the stocks of these roads.
t
came into the case be
The market maintained a firm tone
cause
interests Glavis was suppos-- i
through the session and such changes ed to the
be conserving were
federal
as occurred were generally in the
a state commis--'
although
ir- property,
were
Bonds
of
advances.
shape
sioner was Glavis' employer.
regular.
Kansas

WEST VIRGINIA SENATORS
EXONERATED OF CHARGES.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. Senators Watson and Chilton of West
are completely exonerated of
the charge of corruption in connecVir-gani-

tion with elections two years ago, in
a report decided on' today by the sen- ate elections committee.
"The only charge was traceable to
the assertion by Delegate L. J. Sheck
lot the West Virginia legislature, that
he had been paid $1,000 and promised
more if he would vote for the two

j

senators.
He has retracted the charge, and
with that retraction, the entire accusation falls to the ground, said Chairman Dillingham, today in explaining
the course taken by the committee.

WALL STREET.

quickly retreated, dragging with them
twelve of their number who had been
overcome by the fumes.
They too,
,v ere sneezing.
So pungent were the fumes
that
rnly one stream of water could be
tpplied to the fire. Those manning LOVING CUP FOR
this hose were relieved frequently to
HELEN GOULD SHEPARD.
sneeze the fumes from their lungs.
The sulphur burned until it was finalFittsburg, Pa., Feb. 8. Bearing a
ly extinguished. Still sneezing, the loving cup and an autograph album,
firemen returned to their stations.
gifts of the 2T0 station agents whose
cards are contained in the book, Miss
POTASH EXPLODES
Helen Donahey left Pittsburg today
BURNING STUDENT. tt present them to Mrs. Helen Gould
Boulder, Colo., Feb. 8. Fred Lums-den- , Shepard. . She will go to New York
of Grand Junction, was badly and may go on to Paris if it is ascerburned about the face and hands yes- tained that Mr. and Mrs. Shepard,
terday by an explosion of potash and v.ho are now abroad, will be there.
AW the station agents of the Misphosphorus In the chemical laboratory of the University of Colorado. souri Pacific Iron Mountain system,
Lumsdeu was preparing explosive extending through many states, are
included la the list of donors.
caps.

OLD STEAMBOAT MAN DIES.
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 8. Virgil
Dresser, 75 years old, one of the lat
of the steamboat men of the Missouri
river and known as "Admiral" Dresser, died here last night. He came to
Leavenworth in 1S56. Dressar was
one of the features of the river in the
Civil war campaign of General Prioe
in 1S04.

Fraud-- j
Tim-

ber Lands

Twenty-seve-

n

Years Age.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 8. The
case of the government against A. B.
Hammond, millionaire
lumberman,
went to the jury today. Hammond is
charged with having obtained fraud-- !
ultntly title to lumber lands in Mon- t'ma, 27 years ago. The government
now seeks to recover these lands, valued at approximately $200,000.

:

Presi-deiit-ele-

-

prd-hibi-

Every Woman

state institutions.

S.C. Buff Orpingtons

ftfSl

EGGS FOR HATCHING

$2.00,3 EGOS
The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer !
FRESH

EGGS

J-O-

THE

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone 204 J.
JI5 Palace

JOHN HAMPEL,

nhmit

Know

the wonderful

b

Proprietor.

COLORADO S ALO ON

Ave

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
AMADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by . constitutional
Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
Bread,
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Cakes a Specialty,
Wedding
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- Pies,
Kaune Grocery Co. huodle our
Cakes,
Dread and Rolls.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- PHONE S48J. lOS OAUSTBO ST
A New Denver Baker.
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hear- PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by
With Imported Magneto.
which is nothing but an in- - Motor Cycle without n doubt wltb trouble
left at the factory.
flamed condition of the mucous sur-- j
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
foi any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
Take Hall's Family Pillo for

is interested and snouia

I MARVEL
CABINET MEETING.
Whirling Spray
new Vaginal Syringe.
D. C, Feb. 8. Presiz
Beit moit convenient
meet-ir.a
called
dent Taft today
special
cleanse instantly.
of the cabinet for next Monday Afk your diuge'tt fbr it.
to discuss his forthcoming message If he cannot iuddIv thi
MARVEL, accept no other?
to congress on the budget system. The out
lend atamD for Illustrated
book aealed. It elves full partial.
meswill
a
of
draft
the
president
lay
lam and directions invaluable to ladles.
HMiL Cfl-- . 44Est23 StrcM.lliw VwkT
sage before his advisers.

SPECIAL
Washington,

A

Pope Motor Cycle

JURY CONSIDERS
CASE OF WEALTHY
LUMBERMAN TODAY.
Hammond Is Accused of

'

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
5ANTA FE, N. M.
Francisco
5t.
5an

SANITARY BAKERY.

'

ulently Securing Titles to Fine

I

2SO

.eovei-nmen-

A. B.

d

j

"

FB

1ST.

M.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

saHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
.
Ajent for Manllou Spritif Miaeral Water.
Santo Fe, New
35
J
TELEPHONE

M.

1

C?:

IfM

'Is--

SELIGMflN BROS COMPANY
UNIQUE
CHARLES U. BUTLER.

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

AND

AMERICA CAN

niniTH
innip
IbU 0 OMrllHL.

Embroideries,

SAYS
EQUAL

NO

L''h"ri
iferSTXTlW.

BIT

NEW

MEX--

.

METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
FOR EVENING WEAR.

l25PUce

Ladies' Muslin Wear, Laces and
Embroideries.

Sfr

We Are Closing Out ALL WINTER

Ave

GOODS

REDUCED

AT

PRICES-

-

PHONE 180.

10 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

.Meliride, superintend! lit.
Morning worship at 11 a. in. Theme:
"The Pleasure of Sin.
"Noah's
Vesners at :'.!U. Theiuc

Carpenters."

1
Special music at both services.
Junior Kndeuvor at Z p. in.
'united States supreme
at
Midweek prayers Wednesday
Arch-- j
president of the Washington
7:45 p. in. in the little room of the
hiwver clubmnn. au- church
!.!... ...,h r,.,.mr.r in Maine when not
Every one is cordially invited to
occupied with oincial business in the
tnese services.
L.twm'si ennital
"lie not deceived God is not mock"I thought I would stop over in your.
ed.
For whatsoever a man soweth,
see what I have read about,
that shall he also reap."
Cked about and dreamt about,"
ST. JOHN'S M. E. CHURCH.
continued. "1 am not an archaeologist
The church stands for the assurance
Iror explorer, but I love archueolosy
of salvation, a Bible fully inspired,
the. same. I was disappointed not
the power ami value of sacred song,
io meet Mr. llewett here, but 1 have MONSTER BUCKET
CRUSHES WORKMEN
the missionary spirit, the spirit-tillewell taken care of by Mr. Chap-- ;
INTO HUMAN PULP. life, au evangelical theology and the
r an who has shown me a vast number passion for souls. H was built here
cf interesting things in tins win i inu,a ,r Hip Governors. What a splen-- ' Heavy Chain Snaps and Vessel Falls "l.y the side of the road, where the
How deDown Shafting Catching Employes race of mi n go by," to hold up this
die" old building it really it.
as They Are at Work-Los- -- Thirteen light and be. a friend to man. Its regulightful are these paintings and these
lar services for this purpose are held
Lives.
relics!"
1
us follows:
Santa
Mr llutler then discussed
!i:4.'i a. ni.
at
school
S.
Thirteen
Feb.
Sunday
and
lie
said
that
and
Eng.,
Mansfield,
Fe's old churches
in.Uonilnu worship at 11 a. in.
his wife would spend a part of today ren were killed and a number
'
.luiiion League at ;l p. in.
in visiting the old church of San jured at the Bolsover Colliery by Hie
to which
Epworth League at "r.'M p. m.
wai
Miguel and the Church of Our Lady pnapplng of a chain
SOD
music is a feature at all
Lively
a
bucket
seem
containing
edifices
fAispended
"These
of Guadalupe.
services.
these
crashed
Special music v. ill be
bucket
com-The
I
of
water.
he
gallons
eld indeed to an American,"
choir at, morning and J
the
rendered
to
the
on
by
foot
500
shall,
"and more than sacred, down the
mented,
workers, crushing them into an tin- p Piling worship.
Think of the scenes they have
mass. Only a row win
Preaching by the pastor.
during the civilizing of this
at. tlu!
The
ml
RheltPi
in
holes
(ioodfellowship club invites you
ho
in
'
.HHV'-Nempire."
to
rooms
Us
death.
every mgiu in me ween.
the
shaft
of
iS'des
escaped
The cliff dwellings interested Mr.
The Woman s Home .Missionary soin
unfortunate
coming
Futler, "I am
ciety will hold its regular monthly
POISON DEN IN PUEBLO.
at a time when it is difficult to go out
.
at the home of Mr, triday,
meeting
to these cli ft homes," he said, "but I
S. Mr. and Airs, 1 nesday. February 11.
Feb.
Colo.,
Pueblo,
l ope to revisit Santa Fe and malte a l at Prnner were arrested here to The prayer meeting is ever a
trip to these great monuments of an rb.v rhanred with the illegal sale of strength giving service to t church
.....
.
-c
ancient people
,
infectives and the attendent. You will find a
and cocnino.
Prising Santa Feans who are
tne quarterB occnpicd ,,y the welcome at any of these services held
raldd
to have a good automobile
h.ghv ay
confiscated a large qua,.- - in the church on Don Caspar avenue.
constructed to these dwellings should
J, M. SIIIMF.R, Pastor.
or
e encouraged. Could anything be of
RICE CHAPEL A. M. E. CHURCH.
,
to-more interest to the American of
On lower San Francisco street.
THE CHURCHES.
clay than a visit to the homes of the
II. H. Perry, Pastor.
Sunday services at 7:t." p. m.. with
sermon by the pastor.
CATHEDRAL CHURCH.
Cupid
On Lincoln's birthday there will be
February 9, 1913. First Sunday in
Lent.
given an old time southern chicken
First mass at 7 o' clock a. m. Read- - dinner in the vacant store under the
Santa Fe Business College, for the
of the Pastoral letter.
Many a New Home will Have a Little ing
Second mass at 9:"0 a. m. Reading; benefit of the church building fund.
of the pastoral letter of the arch-Special care has been taken to avoid
the
mistake made at our last Thankstishop.
Reading! piving dinner when we could not feed
Third mass at 10:30 a. in
all our patrons.
of the pastoral letter..
One of the special features will be
At 7: ISO p. m. Rosary, sermon in
English by Most Kev'. J. R Pitaval. the business people's hour from 12
Henediction.
tj 2, the legislator's hour from 2 to
:t and society's hour from 3 to S i). ni.
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass To avoid the rush come at these
woman's mind as to the probable 9:30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and. hours.
In
pain, (listless nud danger of
Hut. tbankn to a most remarkable remedy English.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH'.
known as Mother's Friend, all fear Is banished and the period la one of unbounded,
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Rector.
ONLY
Joyful nptleliation,
Sunday, Feb. 9, (First Sunday in
It
.Mother's Friend Is used externally.

heated
j

CALL AND SEE ITS

CO,

GOODS

SPECIAL SHOWING!

INSlRE WITW "AVWARD AND REST CUNTENT'

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance

You Want Our Policies!

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.

T

ALL WINTER GOODS AT COST

DRY

American-Canadian:-

,.itv

SILKS, SATIN CHARHOUSE, CREPE

"Charles Henry Butler, lawyer, was
born in New York in 1S.'S," says
ho's who in America. He was grad- m.ted from Princeton In 1.SS1 : practic-- !
ed law twenty years in New York and
v.as the legal expert with the Anglo-- I
in
commission
;
of the supreme
INKS; the reporter
court since 11)02; member of many
cieties and clubs; .author of "Cuba
Must Be Free," "The Voice of the
.ntloir," "Our Relations With Spain,
'Our Treaty With Spain," "Freedom
and
f IMvale Property on the Sea
owers o. the
the "Treaty Making
2 vols.) and editor
States,"
all volumes of he t,
reports
subsequent to No. ISfa.

SEU6MAH

ADOLF

LINDHARDT.

who he is.

;

which
claim."
Hutler,
of the
court, the

NEW LINE OF

oj,

S'-S- 2.

EXPERT

"Santa Fe possesses a charm
i.o other city in America cun
So Bald Hon. Charles Henry
the reporter of Hie decisions

Dress Trimmings, Etc.

OUT

AUTHOR,

LEGAL

Crafts

sArls

FE S CHARM

FIRST SHOWING OF

r

Americans of long, Ions ugo? Then
viiy not muke the clii'l's more accessible'.'"
IIAMKNAUt ARI ILLIJ5
LIKES FARMING.
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Aslicd if he would viwit. Simla Fe
next summer Mr. Hutlor said that he Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Hammered
In
usually goeH to Maine when hp can Lamps; Desk Sets
Letter Racks;
k ave W'asliington. "1 have a farm Brass and Copper;
Cutters; Rocker Blotters;
get u Paper
nr. in Maino and whenever I
Tie
Racks;
kisure moment I follow farming a Hammered Calendars; Etched
Match
ursuil 1 consider the noblest for man Whisk Broom Holders;
and
Hammered
Copper
Holders;
rf this nr nnv other land, in Huh or D....
MrJ
.
rwe
-Roll DineIC,M B.....I..
other age'"
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-
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MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
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IH
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IT'S REAL ESTATE.:

MAY

N. M.

WARD HAS IT.

'

5ElIciiy;

V

L

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

e

va-B-

Your Patronage Solicited
'

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

t.

DON DIEGO ADDITION
4

(South Side)

O. C. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
ii

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nambers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

I

JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and 5addlers a 5pecialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. 'Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Cunning Plotters

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

FERTILIZERS
FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

Lawn Dressing, per cwtBlood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, pe" cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.
-

GOMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

.

ETC.

$2.50
2.95
2 75
3 00

SANTA FE, NEW M EX.
Telephone 19 W.

Shoes Ever
Largest Slaughter of Men' and Boys'
Fe.
Attempted in Santa
standard L' nes

I'ViM--

child-birt-

At cost
Below Cost

GASGARETS

most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
Dliant so (hey expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress- and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
, .
.uc aiui sir ui iu ill' iu ... uv, i
j
are rated as running plotters to herald the
little
a
to
sunbeam
of
gladden the
coming
beans and brighten the homes of a host of
uuppy iiuuiues.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience thnt It Is one of our greatest
to healthy,
contributions
happy motherhood. It Is sold by all druggints at $1.00
Is
and
especially recommended
per bottle,
as a preventive of caking breasts andi all
other such distresses.
Write to llradfleld Regulator Co., 131
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,Ga., for tbeir very
Oct
valuable book to expectant mothers.
a bottle, of Mother's Friend
Ik a

j

Lent).

Holy communion.
school. (Also during the Sunday school hour, the rector wishes to meet in separate class
those who were confirmed.)
11 a. m.
Morning prayer, Litany
and address. Text: "But seek ye first
the kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and all these things shall
be added unto us."
7:30 p. m. Evening prayer,
The
sincine and address.
m h" wm.
.....
ioSunday CVCIllHh
tinned till Easter. Strangers and
others who are not familiar with the
Ancelican mode of worship are espe- An
cially invited to these services.
explanation Sunday evening next of
certain symbols, forms and ceremon
ies of the Angelicau church
4:30 p. m, daily. Lenten service of
& CO pveninir
H,
nraver with address or read
ing and silent meditation every day
during the week.
Friday,
Where Quality Governs the Price
Ember days, Wednesday,
Saturday.
the
Price
and
Quality
Order of music, 11 a. m.
"('hristian, dost thou
Dykes
them"
see
I
Rovce
i.
itVCIilLC
Benedicite, "O all ye works of the
Lord, bless ye the Lord". .. .Cornell
Benedictus, "Blessed be the Lord God
' of Isreal"
Barnby
Old Chant
be
Litany Hymn
laden
Hymn, "Weary of earth and
goods
Langran
with my sin"
of
"Lead
Kindly
Anthem,
Offertory
Buck
Light" ;
Recessional, "At the Cross her station
lead
keeping" (Stabat Mater) ...Dykes
door,
Order of music, 7:30 p. m.
is no
Hymn, "Forty days and forty nights"

S.

8 a. in.

congre-irntinn-

,,rrii

ME

to buy your
this year on a
basis quality, not
price alone. That
will
you to our
because there
store which
Will

sells QUALITY GOODS
so reasonably. Ana
remember, during

IF CONSTIPATED

10 a. m. Sunday

Gently clean your liver and
constipated bowels while
you sleep. a
a Cascaret tonight and
cleanse your Liver, Stomach
aiirl Hnwels. and vou will surely feel
great oy muniui&. iuu
women who have headache, coated
tongue, can't sleep, are bilious, nervsick
a
with
bothered
ous and upset,
gassy, disordered stomach, or have
backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your oowels clean
or merely forcing a
with Cascarets
every few days with
passageway
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
This is important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
'regulate the stomach, remove the
isour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry off the constipated waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
Don't
and cheerfulness for months.
forget the children.

the

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

We have some of the
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Maattract the eye and meet the purse. '
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We askof you to
Dishes
see this set and also a great variety
which We are Goin; to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
IS A GREAT COMFORT.

de

THE

AKERS
AND

WAGNER

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

CO.

the end.

B. TONNIES,

j

buy ingon this basis:
It is the thing that

Styles

204
West Palace Avenue.

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

w4

H

Denver

& Rio

Grande R.R.

SHORTEST LINE TO

J OHNW MAYES

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,

INSURANCE

MADE
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE

For All Eastern Points.

REAL ESTATE

pays in the end,

THROUGH LINE TO

- Salt Lake City, Ogden

Surety Bonds

and the Pacific Coast

All

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Onalitv
,

-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

which paysyou atall

H. S.

&

THE STAR BARN

Heinlein

Put your

Sizes

thor-m.irlil- v

Take

Bpyce
Gloria
(..naut
Magnificat, or Benum est
tenant
Dens Rlisereatur
cheap
Hymn, "In the hour of trial". .Dykes
Walch
Hymn, "O Zion haste"
goods do
Fire, Life,! Accident
Anon
Offertory
wonprove economical
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc
Hymn, "When 1 survey the
......Miller
drous cross"
The Choir:
Sopranos Mrs. E. P.. Coard, Mrs.
L. C. Hall, Miss Jessie P. Carroll,
Miss Lola Michaelson.
City Property, Farms
Abrahamson,
Altos Miss Edna
Ranches, Orchards
Mrs. Grace Kirkpatrick.
Land Grants, Etc
Tenors Mr. T. A. Hayden, Mr. A.
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE S. KirkDatrick.
Bariton Mr. R. L. Ormsbee.
IN THE BEGINNING!
Bass Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
Organist Miss Elizabeth Brown.
Directress Mrs. E. F. Coard.
K I n d s .
Of
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
B. Z. McCullough, Minister.
little while and he that
KAUIIE & GO. 'For vpt. a come
W., Room 24
and shall not tarry. Telephone
cometh shall
live
by
But my righteous one shall
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
faith; and If he shrink back, my soul
hath no pleasure in him."
- NEW MEXICO
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Fred SANTA FE .
for
j

!

SPOT CASH OIsTLlT

in

Cold

ST

JANUARY SHOE SALE

this year that
not always

In

JEWELER,
SAN FRANCISCO

1

Your Best Resolution

FINELY GROUND

It,

j

1

104 DON

111

.-

imiiiiiiiiiiHiiii

i

i

H. C.

.

unbeaonjhlenit.

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

INSURANCE

With

Stork and

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
Precinct No.

Will Trade

I

j

Does a General Banking Business

In

nnri pvptv one Hannv
of
full
a
Health
and Prosperity, witn
Year, year
shown
all
favors
us, and hoping your
for
thanks
New Year Resolution will be

j

;

CAPITAL $50,000 00

N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
J. B. LAMY,

OUR WISH

That the New Year we have
be for each
just entered may
New
a

U

t

I

etc., call on
For Information as to Rates, Reservations,
and Passenger Agent, New
Wm. M. Scott. Traveling Freight
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
,

I
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Santa

SANTA

THE

Fe. New Mexican

H
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALLEY RANCH,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Published Daily
The Saata Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
;

1W.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

M.

R.

William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION

16.0 Dally Per Quarter, y mall
Dally per quarter, ky carrier

Weekly, par year

(1.00

Weekly,

Organized

in 1870.

flme It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenGrowth

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES
Open the Year Round.
iTHE VALLEY RANCH

11.25

$160

Illustrated Booklet

I
I

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
t-day

Sent On Request
THE VALLEY RANCH

50

six months

Vice-Preride- nt.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

RATES

aHy, per yaari ky mall
Dally, tlx months, ky mall

L. A. HUGHES,

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting;

J. PALEN,
President.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight filddlngs

AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

for good attractions before the seawhom they were, go for naught.
Wonderful have been the discover- - son closes, and it is well to remember
ies; wonderful the advancement in that the organization has given us
science and in scholarship; deep plays that have been as fine as any
have been the investigations in an ever seen in Santa Fe.
endeavor to find the reason and yet,
business.
Our idea of the present salary bills in spite of it all, we are asking seri-- '
is that no county official has any kick ously and solemnly
the question,
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
BIOGRAPHIES COMMON GINK
Iteming.
"What are we here for?"
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
our
about
us,
are
worlds
Other
FOUR
CE.NT-(4PER
)
Senator Fall can get a state fair for scholars tell us, but so far away that
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
I
THEY HADN'T ORTER
Mr. riurg after he has secured that
they are to us as if they were not;
DID.
JUST
THEY
BUT
at my post for El Paso.
what peoples dwell in them is all a
at
When the first state legislative senwhat relationship they hold
mystery;
VV
31
EDITORIAL ROOMS
BUSINESS OFFICE 31
The president of Salvador is im-- ! to us we do not know.
ate, in the wisdom of its majority,
But this we know that we can ' for reasons that no one ever has been
proving. An election may be
make our stay here for better or for dble to give, because, doubtless, there
IN THE MORGUE
worse by what we do, not only for never was reason, threw Abelino
Incident took place In the state senate on
Not having enough .troubles
a Progressive, out of the senA very intiretiiiK lit
ourselves but for those about us, and
f if it never counts anywhere than here, ate, and placed in his stead a standpat
liiKt which was really of great importance,
though very brief.
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
Spain, King Alfonso is thinking
side was
The joint resolution favoriiiK the direct election of United States sen- v. siting South America.
it iB useful in this little sphere of Republican, the minority
MANUFACTURER OF
in
the
to
senate
came
over
the
regular
ours and gives us more 01 uappiness icnsiaeraDiy wrougni up.
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
ators which had passed the house
two
John and Young Catron 'should have ant hopefulness as we stumble on our
immediately upon its appearance,
course of legislative proceedings,
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
True ft was a progressive Repub- senators were on their feet, Senators Darth and Holt. The former was ik:iown that the Little. Speaker is a way.
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
ljcan who was bounced, but still it
So, though we may not achieve mignt nnve been a Democrat from the
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
recognized, and moved that the rules he suspended and the resolution be t' ilie "tetchy" about his bills.
a
roll
call.
as
Guest
also
on
hoard
or
its immediate passage,
demanding
up gold,
fame,
placed
y ay jn whjcu lne progressives and
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
to-- !
There was a flurry of excitement, a scurrying about the chamber, and the
They have had a "snipe" hunt in says, we can do our little part
Democrats were voting in those
venue.
I as Vegas.
Those practical jokers in
result was announced: ayes, fl; nays, i:i.
making others happier and
day of pioneer honesty in poas Vegas are just too funny for
Dy
ourselves
Immediately Senator Holt arose and moved that the resolution be referniamng
good,
just
ing
l;(ics jn Xew jIexjC0
red to the committee on constitutional amendments, Senator Ilfeld, chairthe best of what we are.
So when Abelino Romero was duly
THE STATE HONORED.
man.
State Senator Isaac Barth,
removed,
as
the
known
the
to
annex
morgue, politely
This committee is an
They have just appointed a "Bull Hon. Antonio Lucero,
and State Senator Mabry, and state
Santa Fe, X. M.
Moose" postmaster at Clovis. If Mr.
judiciary committee.
Senator Kvans, and State Senator
The joint resolution is being smothered to death and no senatorial Ttft hears about it, we tremble for; My Pear Sir;
Walton, and State Senator Alldredge,
in
senate.
two
the
are
see
to
there
is
it,
due
altln
with
I
ugh
appreciathe
physician
acknowledge
result.
permitted
and State Senator
Doepp being
of
t on the certified
The consignment of this joint resolution to the annex to the morgue is
the
copy
joint about all of the minority capable ol
just, what was to be expected, thou;;h the method of getting it there was
When Mr. lloll and .Mr. Harth hold1 solution inviting me to address the saying a word, arose and hurled ana-Here it is:
not as expeditious as usual, and for ence there was a record.
the hrvirrts in the legislative senate, legislature of your state.
themas at the majority and called
Will you kindly convey my thanks Abelino
Ayes: Abeytia. Alldredge, ISarth, Evans, Hinkle, Mnbry, McCoy, Sulzer, then there is no occasion for any one
Romero a martyr. It is prob-- i
Walton.
to
this
for
the
distinguishlegislature
to say anything.,
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
able that Abelino did not know what
N'avs: Bowman. ISurns. Clark, Cramton, tlallegos,
Harft, Holt, Ilfeld,
ed honor, and say that while I can a
but he knew how Hi
was,
martyr
Romero.
not attempt a formal address, I will felt to be out In
Jliera, Navarro, Page, I'ankey,
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN PLAN.
the cold, because
Millionaire Deach is not guilty of;
Paired: Deopp. Laughreu.
gladly talk for a few minutes upon he was out, and while he no doubt
knife.
with
a
his
wife
pen
assaulting
This was a vote on the immediate passage of the resolution.
17, 1913.
Monday,
February
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
appreciated the symapthy of the minAs this is likely to be the only record that will be made on this piopo- - These plutocrats, however, ought to
With assurances of my esteem,
ority, he wa8 in a position
where
sition during Hie session it is well to file it away for future reference. It le more careful with their wives.
Relieve me to be.
sympathy could not help him any.
is the nearest approach, in all probability, to any method of discovering
Yours to command,
After everyone else had Baid his
Those fifteen New Mexico Indians
who want the people to have a voice, and who want to hold the selection
THOS. It. MARSHALL.
liitle piece, James F. Hinkle, stock-raiseare making more of a hit back there
of public officials as far from the electorate as possible.
The above letter cnlls fnr tho
lumberman, banker, Democrat,
than our pordjal hospltality of tllis state ,Q ,)e
We have reached a critical period and are at the parting of the ways, ii Washington it seems
and politician, arose on the
in a political sense. The time is fast approaching when the line will be
extended to a distinguished American
Bide and proceeded to talk
Minority
were
a
and
the
interests
for
who
are
those
between
territory.
drawn
greed
private
clearly
citizen.
very
right straight from the shoulder. He
and who want the voters to have a say in our public affairs.
It is the nature of a boost or boom told the majority that he had lots of!
If they can spend $12,000 a year to
The bosses in New Mexico are making this last stand, and the lines,
old town if we can send the chances to throw out
for
the
nake things move In Iteming where
Republicans in
even in the reactionary senate, shov signs of wavering.
Rooms
or
of the United his day as a statesman and that he
A break now means permanent disaster.
t'tey have only a few thousand people, coming
Slates
from
at
here
close
of
away
the
never
would
do
v.
it.
He said this by
0
hy can't Santa Fe do as well? There his brief visit
filled with enthu-- I v.ay of comparison, to show
it. only one answer.
just how
cold
siasm
for
Santa
its
It
Fe
and
EXPOSITIONS
suffered by having the spot light
people.
counts
The exposition bills will he taking up the attention of the legislature the
up.
a
for
i'osition
to!
good
the
of
deal,
resident
city ought
Every
Tlle" the senate took a recess until
coming week.
get behind the Chamber of Commerce wel1 iu America as elsewhere, and if
LARUE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
It is rather an unfortunate circumstance that these two big exhibitions and make this a banner year in Santa Governor Marshall should go from "e next day. In view of the
come so close together, as it is certainly more or less of a drain on the treasby State Senator Hinkle, a
Its easy to do if you want to do 0lir mlt8t carrying pleasant impres-h"arksions, it would be a help. Supposing democratic member approached him
ury of most states and particularly states like New Mexico and Arizona, it, gentlemen.
- where the expense of setting in motion the state machinery, has been very
(when he gets to be
heand said:
me worst tning I ever
heavy.
"al
Four war ships have been ordered H:joluu say 10 uis menas now and
To make an appropriation for both expositions is going to be impracti- to South America to observe what the then: "Have you ever been to Santa Heard ot In politics did you ever
cable and it would not be possible to make a satisfactory showing at both, s ate department terms "apparent un- Fe? It is one of the most interesting hear of anything like it?"
Slate. Senator Hinkle paused to
yet our new state cannot afford to make a second rate exhibition just at this rest." In other words, there is likely and attractive cities I ever saw in my
stage of her career when we are making a special endeavor to call attention to be an argument down there, we lite and the people there are so hos- light a cigar and then he calmly said:
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
"They did lots worse than that a
to the Sunshine State.
pitable. I enjoyed every minute of
opine.
my stay, and am going to revisit the few years back when I was in the
Would it not be best, then, to give our attention to but one of these
legislative house."
big enterprises and expend our energies there?
The committee named by ine L'nam-be- r place some day."
what wa6 that?" asked his
the
one?
which
Then,
question arises,
of Commerce to investigate the
Supposing
Marshall' "Why,
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
It. becomes a selfish proposition, now. We want to take the course that Santa
Fe's orders prohibiting pas- - should say that a few times to hisj r.ympathetic Democratic colleaene.
"Why, in them days, the same sons
Eh? What?
will give the state the greatest prestige. That is the one thing to be con- tei.gers "haveling on trains three and, friends
,u
.
or erunft uprnniiv vnA
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Do you think it would not have It. ,hm"w
sidered by our people the value of this thing to New Mexico. To us it looks four, via this city and Lamy, report
.!.,
Central Location.
as if this meant San Diego. We are on that route. The bulk of travel, by ed progress. Progress Is good, gents, effect? So, aside from the desire toM.lo
rail and automobile, would be by way of Santa Ke. San Francisco would
1j'; courteous
aim iiUBUiiauit? , HJ1U
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
"Them kinds of things used to make
more likely gather those going west on the northern route.
A Coloradoan
charged
yesterday aulde from the obligation on us to do me mad, in them days. I was young
to
is
is
not
San
Francisco
'here
is
consideration.
be
an advantage in it, too.
There
another
compared lefore the legislature, that a con-!1- ',
r.nd excitable then.
They hadn't
We want to have travelers spiracy existed whereby
as to climate with San Diego, or tho southwest.
Casimero Apy expression from a man of promi-- j
done 'em, but they just did."
go back east imbued with the thought that the scenery, the climate, the at- I'arela always was elected to the leg- nence has more weight than that of! But
it is true
Mr. Hinkle, dur-tractions of this section are unsurpassed, anywhere.
islature. It could hardly be called a the common gink and we all know it, tllO- fiva taymo ttithat
tViA Inlrialn.m.A
Una
For the amount of money New Mexico can afford to appropriate, we can conspiracy however probably more
make a fine showing at one exposition, with a reproduction of the Old Pal- of a habit.
brains and as good judgment.
ren fo retai RepilblIcan8
ln tneir
ace, but of we try to spread out too much we will hardly do the state jusAnyway, let us give Governor Mar- - seats and voted with his Democratic
tice.
shall a time that he will remember, friends to retain Democrats in their
Is it not wiser, then, to make an appropriation for but one exposition,
THE BYSTANDER
end send him away with the most seats. Mr. Hinkle has one cardinal
and that, the one which will give to our state the greater advertisement
ui me
SEES IT
iiupiraoiuuo
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
Liiy 1 rmcipie mat it is wrong to remove
and prestige?
With the Open Gate,
a man from office after he has been
Does that not mean the San Diego exposition?
GRAUSTARK,
legaiiy eieciea tor no other reason
The United Play company is a than politics. This has given him a
NOT USELESS .
BE A HORSEFALL
The two stanzas below are from good trade mark. The plays present- unique position as a legislator in New
Ordinarily there's mighty little Fatisfaction in seeing a man in jail. the pen of Edgar Guest in the Detroit ed so far this season under this or- Mexico. And when it comes to that
Jails are futile places. They nourish the bad and starve the good in those Free Press. Like many another stray ganization have been of high stand- fine dividing line, party and party
MOULTON-ESP- E
who get into them and heaven knows there's already too much bad in the bit of poetry that comes under one's ard, and the acting has been that of bosses can go chase themselves for
vhen
best of us and a lot of good in the worst of us, if It only had a chance.
that
is
quality.
point
State
reached,
eye there is so much in these lines:
GENERAL AQENTS,
Yes, indeed, we would do vastly better for our criminals than to put them You may not rise to fame,
This was true of Graustark last Senator James F. Hinkle, becomes for
SANTA FE, N. M
in jail.
the
once, simply Jim Hinkle and he
night. The theater should have been
votes
Yet there's a man in a jail in an eastern city serving six months'
that way. On all other occasfilled. It is about time our people
You may not hoard up gold.
sentence, who, it seems to us, deserves what he is getting and serves as a But few may know your
He
judged of the merit of plays them- - ions Mr. Hinkle is a Democrat.
name,
useful example. We'll leave it to you when we've told his story.
selves instead of denendine'ton much lv as born ' Franklin county. Missouri
But when life's tale is told,
His name is Horsfall. He is rich, prominent and able the type of man If
u ealICteu in the public schools of
upon criticism, often unjust and illy
you have once been kind,
who knows better. And this is what he did:
considered that comes from other wuu state ana the Missouri UniverA WONDERFUL!
He filled up on liquor at his club, jumped into his automobile, threw open Some
.
sity. He came to New Mexico in
sources.
onp wh
hphiml
1SS5
tore
its throttle,
TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM
furiously down the street, struck and fatally injured an aged
The company last night was hiirh
wearing a celluloid collar.
At
For you will kneel and pray.
woman: and. without stopping, drove madly on.
1S85 and a half, he had lost
. . . . nv.v.. v. n.v
oRead
..CO exactly
what is offered :
f
If that had been all, bad though it was, charity for his drunken con-- i
brisk, and the comedy was genuine. the collar and was chasing a bunch
SI 25A ftn PaM tor death fiom ordi
,.for deatl1 from a"y
250.00
$
of
dition might have covered it as it covers so many sins. But when the man You may not w ith the great
horns
long
There were no weak parts in the cast.
towards the Pecos river
tot dismemberment
Paid
Upon life's summit, stand,
An
:
accidental loss
nn of
P'4one,or
Kffi
became sober, instead of throwing himself upon the mercy of the court,
an
effort to find water before all
tVW.W ot lossforof sight
was
JUV.W
Worthy of especial mention
hand, one eve
aocUmt death,
he used his money and pull to stave off the penalty and succeeded in delay- You may not master fate,
ADO nn Fa,d
1 Ann nn Paid for accidental loss of
- cf them died.
the
Princess
For
ot
Miss
Louisvears
h
Yetive
2
twenty
But if you've stretched a hand
,VUV.W dismemberment or loss of
WV.vv one hand, one foot or one
ing justice for more than a year.
zita Valentine, who was as pleasing Pursuel an uneventful career on the
Right travel ay accldunt
eye by travel accident.
To help one faltering soul
Now, what do you think? Doesn t he deserve stripes?
dls- as
for
a
total
Wee)1?
to
Indemnity
look
to.
at
as
listen
Weekly indemnity for tota1
a llu,ns
cowboy, being mixed up in
5 00 Bunny wumcnuu injuries
Playing
Another step to gain,
When you own an auto, don't be a Horsfall.
disability from travel accident
B more
Darl
Inasmuch as "
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few
a
than
difficult,
r
exciting
or
mi
vn
What
thoueh
Barthpartial aisaoiuty
weekly Indemnity. No Medical Kxamination Required.
n
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for a cer,ain r"- - finoke parties with rustlers and deswa,s oue ca,lin
You have not lived in vain.
GENERAL AGENTS
The show of independence exhibited by certain members of the house
He was manager of the
& HALL
HALL
pression and judgment, she delighted perados.
'
at the caucus, or "conference," as ome of the sensitive members prefer;
enasco Cattle company in its
her audience. Snecial mention alionlH
palmy
A few 'eaI's ago, Senator Flannagan be
to have it termed, is encouraging, to ay the least. It proves that there
made as well of
Briant as (!ays and oi the South Springs com- is a limit beyond which men with spirit will not go. and bosses cannot of Texas, was a delegate to a nation- - tlai'l'V Alliriiat urhnea Roy
fnfonHm.a ln..rrU J'ttllV inr SIX nP Ofivan
IT
al Republican convention held in Chi- - WBB one of
lead.
tired of the cattle business as a
Mt of tne evenh6
the
'
The delegates were discuss- - Pierre
It is surprising to the legislative directors and superintendents, as it
Pelletieri a8 the hero of tIle tintious diet and mixed up in banking
has been so easy heretofore; but that slnile seems to have lost its hypnotic ing some various propositions
Larry Grenfall. an American, 'plld ll"nber successfully for some
thatpiay;
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
influence and the assumption of great wisdom, indicated by
rt nionoin
silence conveyed to the Texas statesman's who was efrwttvo
Jears. Now ho
r.oo .
and grave visage, has lost effect.
idea
the
From
mind,
that they were not ever he appeared; J. J. Swartwood
le 0est looking
La Salle
range steer that ever
giving sufficient consideration to the as Baron Douglass, a typical officer j"
vcre a brand. Ho was a member of
BARRANCA
TAOS
Twelve million packages of garden seed will be sent out by congressmen loaves and fishes, and he sprung that of the
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Miss Nila ,h.e board of county commissioners of
and
army,
royal
Meets
Both
North
South
ana senators before May 1.
ell, they must have some wav to let their now famous query, "What are we iviac, as tne Countess Dagmar.
jurooin county, treasurer of Lincoln
Telephone II.
constituents know that they are on the job and remembering the home folks, here for
Trains.
Bounds
Upon the shoulders of these the county, elected to the legislature five Two
now 100KS s
an banta I'e will get will be garden seeds as the federal
Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leave Barranca on the arrival of
The question comes to all of us at' value of the play rested, and
they nines, once speaker, temporarily durseems
De
to
aeaa
as a mackerel and even the two old cannon times, touching life and its
ouiming diii
the
met
ing
Means, 25 cents.
the
the north bound train and arrives at
more
Regular
turbulent
than
well.
emergency
meaning.
of
Curdays
George
All the investigators and scholars
jiu iu ue iubi. viuue a lew parages 01 seea nave Deen received her al-ly. He has been mnvnr nf pnn.n
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 60c.
Everyone present enjoyed the
Taos at 7 p. m.
t
ready; so it would appear that we are going to have a share of the twelve and scientists have failed to tell us Ited play, with its rapid action. spir
EiXteen years a member of tho torw,
Its
Short
Orders
at
All Hours.
miles
Ten
shorter
than
million packags, and that we will have to content ourselves with that.
other
any
All the researches that have
brought catching humor, its excellent scenery torlal board of equalization, he has
to light the evidences of another peo and pretty costumes. ; The
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered hacks and good
s
evening rever been Indicted, never was
teams. Pare SSXO round trip. Teams
The latest in air ships is the
With a little ple long gone from this little spot we
aeroplane.
one of full enjoyment. The Unl- - rested and is personally friendly with Frenob Noodle Order,' 20o a dish, l .
furnished commercial men to take In
spare time and a close association with a dictionary one might be able to call earth, leaving only evidences of ted Plays company will
"
New York Chop Suejr, EOo. the
give Santa
surrounding ttmm. Wirt Emhudc
study out what kind of balloon that would be.
but
been,
telline nothing of Fe theatergoers further opportunity
having
.
(Continued o i page seven).
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They both finished the errands
vhieh brought them tliere, and left
the store together. The store faces
Candelario lived across the
south.
railroad track in a northerly direc-- '
In your race for success don't loose sight of the fact that only
tion, Prudencio in the opposite direr.-- :
through good health can you attain success.
tion. After passing out of the store,
The tension you must necessarily place upon your nerves, and the
claims
that Prudencio
Candelario
Mr. Richard's Experience With Dif.
sacrifice of proper exercise you have to make at times must be
struck him and followed him to. the
balanced in Borne way.
back
house
near
the
the
of
store
Peaches and
rear
ferent Diets.
Jlero Prudencio rub-- !
of Moise liros.
Buttermilk for Three Years.
and
bed up in front of Candalario
took
Candalario
him.
on
acts
mm the
struck
It
a
GREAT
DR.
vitalizing
PIERCE'S
power.
iapiln
balancing power
lout his kuil'e and struck at the other
FAMILY
DOCTOR BOOK,
the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, thus
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards
lit-- '
Common
The
to
the
and
blood
People's
nerves,
giving strength
bey. Tbo sharp blade caught the
purifying the
oi this place, dining the past 12 years
Sense Medical Adviser
its
to
shoulder
tie fellow on top of the left
indirectly aiding the liver perform very important
newly revised
has probably tried more different diet)
edition of 1008
work. Dr. Pierce' Golden Medical Ditcovery has been
at the junction of the neck and than the average person would ever usi
hosts
answers
pages,
successful for a generation as a tonic and body builder.
of delicate questions
shoulder and just inside the collar in a lifetime.
which every woman,
Sold by medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form-tr- ial
What he has to say about Ins experibene, and opened the large artery
or
single
married,ought
must therefore be highly interest-inments,
box of "Tablets" mailed on receipt of GO one-cethe
ran
and
to know. Sent FREE
turned
tliere. Prudencio
to anyone suffering from indigestior
in cloth binding to any
stamps.
address on receipt of
length of the building and across the or stomach troubles of any kind.
31
stampsgto
street toward his home, where he fell
He savs: "For more than 12 years,
If in (ailing health write Dr. R. V. Pierce's
cover cost of wrapping
suffered with stomach troubles, and
within one hundred feet of the place
and mailingnly.
New
York.
for doctor bills
faculty at Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo,
vhere he was stabbed. Santa Kosa paid hundreds oi1 dollars
was also operated on
and medicines.
Sun.
i livoH nn rtrierl neaches and buttermilli
I he
for nearly Ihree years.
only thing
that would not give me pain was raw eggs.
could nol
wreck.
1 was a physical
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
s
as arranged by :he
I must say that after taking two
noon the
NARROW ESCAPE.
t,
who were prepackages of Thedfoid's
family. Mr. board of managers,
week to the Emerson
me more good than all 1 ever spenl
1' rod
did
it
follows:
as
with
son
left
elected,
iously
and
baby
Kmerson, wife
their team for the mesa on a visit to Bunker, A. G. McCoy, W. GolT Black,!
Itavebee
TO
AMENDMENT
ever since, and I am as hard as iron."
relatives when the team became George Bruington and W. A. Palmer,! THE INCOME TAX
were
This purely vegetable remedy has been
frightened and ran away breaking the vilh a few ellght amendments
THE CONSTITUTION IS A REFLECin successful use for more than 70 year.
wagon tongue and throwing Mr. and approved.
it. But be suie that it's "Thedfoid's.
enTry
the
for
went
The
ofUcers
DECappointed
to
and
COURT
the ground
TION ON SUPREME
Mrs. Emerson
Fred
are:
presiBunker,
on with the baby in the wagon. The suing year
R.
memorial
ISION
THE SIX YEAR TERM BILL
Enter-eodent; Dr. Taylor,
baby was not injured but Mr.
nation's capital with the Virginia
remained unconscious for some- M Jackson, secretary, and T. A.
WASHOF NO EFFECTOTHER
oi.,,,... nmi sifwinir us the beginning
time and when revived was found to Pierce, treasurer.
ot a road to Arlington. Mount Vernon
be
to
who have
huve a broken collar bone and
There are 3S members
INGTON GOSSIP.
mond
adly bruised and Mrs. Emerson is signed the charter membership roll,
Attorney General Wickers ham u,
also badly bruised as a result of the vhieh at the membership fee of $20
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Carrizozo Outlook.
will supply the funds to fit the rooms
accident.
being urged very strongly by directors corand make
Washington. D. C. Feb. 8. The six- - and stockholders of certain large
up in first class shape,
to hasten
prosecutions
YOUNG MAN SHOT.
them a credit to Aztec and San Juan year presidential term bill passed by porations
the senate will be permitted to die In gainst them under tne blierman am
Gabino Villanueva, aged 20, was county,
the htand-- i
shot to death last Saturday night at
have the house unless orders to the con- trust law. The news that
TJje business men o Aztec
a nielon
cut
I'resi-jarSanta
has
Oil
from
received
near
the
direct
company
just
the Depot Exchange,
,ong feU the npe(J of having a Buit. t.ary are
dc.nt-eleWilson. An examination of, of $37,000,000 as a result of the trust
Fe depot. Villanueva had been herd- - pbl(J pace tQ entertain
he
prosecution and the decree ol.
irg sheep some distance west of town, jgUor8 and ft roora vhere meetlngs the measure shows that it is so loosely
other
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Cour.t
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it
dissolving
wages,
that
diawn
probably
and, having
d
h
f
f th town could be
They are wH
lOF SlipiJIltiS.
"llii iiicuud C
a plaCQ for R g0cial Ume and whole question of the presidential trusts quito envious.
held
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witn
an
if it passed in Its; very eager now for dissolution
courts
altercation
term
to
the
the saloon, and
The
men.
of
business
the
get together
if cording to the Wiekersham formula.
On
other
the
hand,
form.
the colored porter ensued.
present
be
will
list
charter membership
kept
The manager of the woman s sut
The porter, who has been here but open until the next meeting and any the house should try to modify it, the
victim
fall
a
unwould
is
quite certainly
fr,ge parade which is to occur March.a short time and whose name
desiring to join, that have not already till
..
nl.innlnir to exhibit the CI COll....ootort ctnfo nf WlHlatlnn '
known, seized a gun which he turned done so, should see any one of the
to result at the end pressmen and senators from the 10
is
certain
which
bullet
the
Democrat.
entering
Aztec
of
board
Villanueva,
managers.
,
ui,on
....
t
an nnt-- nf the
n,
x.v.i
his head. The porter then made .good
in Ar 7.01111.,
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1
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on
such
nwmcu
to
decide
and
courts
lie
door
important .Uiauc,
A SAD STORY.
his escape through a rear
as the tVlifornia, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas,
has not been heard from since
On the evening of the 25th, at about antl unprecedented question
or a presidential term; tnere-fci- Michigan, Oregon, Utah, Washington
Belen News.
feven o'clock, Canuto Maes, who wa-- ler.gtn
more is likely to be
Wyoming, and the represents
nothing
(ui his way to Jose Y. Armijo's place
states whom the wo-tives from . these
BETTER THAN KANSAS.
.
- .
rear the railroad crossing in the heard on this subject.
...i musi geii uui
nave
n
en
to uie
neipea to eiecc
The sixteentn amendment
Frank Beard has just returned from i,i.n.om riri nf inii'n rinii nun
ic
that , ley respect
a short trip to Stafford, Kansas, and prostrate body of Prudencio Romero, federal constitution is the first change and show the pub
ne
women
more
in
to
made
won't
be
in
document
that
that
smile
the nine year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
you ought to see that
h
come off. He was the most tickled Pefrino Romero.
The little fellow !'.1n !"f
on o
ea
nian that you ever met when on his vag iyjng on ,is right arm and partly note inui ii eueci is ine icuuu ui u.- -mere Is a committee wuose hiiecm
return to the country that he was tn one sidei Dr. Van Horn was call- - iiirlini- -l rlueiainn ami n reflection on
will
be to "get his number."
it
duty
of
the
the
or
the
difference
see
the
could
intelligence
eci immediately,
rKised in he
integrity
but arrived only to
of the United States
took
decision
It
court.
The
in this and that country. Frank says feei tile iast Weak flutter of the lad's I'nited States supreme
f
years to overturn the edict s;.preine court that the
that we have the best proposition that heart, the life passed away. The body
the supreme court which vetoed chinery trust is a "reasonable" re- he has ever seen and that he would vns taken Into George Smith's store,
riot give what he owns here for what the justice of the peace summoned tii'.i income tax law which was added straint of trade will furnish a conthe
he had to pay for it and then have to .Uld all inquest held. A few witnesses t.c the tariff bill passed by the Demo- venient argument for pushing
bill which is to be one of
administra- anti-truy,o back to the country that he came wcre examined, yet no examination of crats during Cleveland's
ficm. He also said that he wanted to , j;r. Maes, a most important witness, tion. This nullification by the court the big items in the Woodrow Wilson
let the people know that they did have vas made. Mr. Maes found very little of an act of congress was clearly a I rogram. It has always been the conwho na3
h good thing and that a great many of b;00l where the poor little lad lay, judicial usurpation. In declaring the tention of Louis Brandeis,
tl.em did not seem to know it. Cheer
his clothes showed that the income tax unconstitutional the su- fought this trust, that the leasing sys
up is his word and go to work. Por course of the blood was down the preme court by a vote of five to four tern was a thoroughly vicious method
or- hiiildine
nn mononolv. The sicie
tales Herald.
body and clothing, which proved con- - reversed itself and its own decisions
a
for
held
had
which
machinery trust lias flourished on th.;
occonsistently
clusively that the stabbing did not
TOUGH ON THE DOGS.
cur where the body was found. The period of one hundred years that an leasing system. The amendment to
the Sherman law which is proposed
A Chicago syndicate has had a rep-- j last person seen with Prudencio alive income tax was constitutional. In
decisions will make illegal specific practic?f.
of
line
reverse
to
this
Or
was
undersiz-whole
over
Candelarla
an
the
Moreno,
traveling
member of the court changed his such as this, as well as the division
United States, and even foreign coun- - ed lad of about 12 years, the son of
trlsw l.inlHii.r fnr a eoorl Inflation for a! Mr and Mrs. DomiiiffO Mnrenn. living mind overnight. The effect of the de- - of territory, underselling, espionage,
li rge glove factory, and after careful on the north side of the track. He cislon was to serve special privilege dictation of prices to retailers, etc.
by placing the burden of taxation on Another law which will grow out of
investigation have decided that Las was examined but denied the
litigation is Unit
is the' best location for their bing. A pocket knife with the tell the poor man and relieving the rich. the
secrt hearings, such as
plant. This plant will turn out about tale blood stains was found on young This has been generally the work of fcrbidding
two million pairs of men a worK Mcreno, and the jury recommended ti e United States supreme court. The those which were conducted by the
Massachusetts court in this case.
gloves per year which are made from placing him in the hands of the slier-- ; delay required in recalling the
court
of
the
supreme
decisions,
was
done.
which
T'lpt
four
and
about
lift,
dog pelts,
e
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at StanTuesday the little follow accused makes very clear the need for a prop-arpairs of fine gloves for ladies which
made from the pelts of dogs of; of the killing was arraigned before tr and prompt method for recalling ley, Indiana, says he would not take
.fioo.oo for the relief a single Dox or
fine breed. The price to be paid for Justice of the Peace F. S. y Baca. His judges and judicial decisions.
common dogs is said to be about 40 mother and father were present and
The plan for a union memorial Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
cents each. At this rate many resi- together with Judge Baca, Attorney C. bridge across the Potomac river typi-fin- a tevere attack of kidney trouble with
and
restored good feeling between sharp pains through my back
dents of our town will reap a rich har- K McGinnis and W. C. Burnett, the
m,
h u,th
,,n. could hardly straighten up. A single
vest. The city will probably be able prisoner went into the jury room.
reto complete the streets from the pro- i here, sitting in an ordinary chair usual widespread approval. Already rox or t oiey ruaney mis entirely
all druggists
with his feet unable to reach the floor it has been put into the form of a lieved me." For sale by
ceeds of the sale of town dogs.
Let us hope the plant will soon start by several inches, with his hand in bill by Representative McCall, of
that of his mother, told the circum- - Massachusetts, and the bill is under OTERO COUNTV WILL
operation. Laa Cruces Citizen.
stances of the killing. About dusk on consideration by the interstate com-thVOTE ON SCHOOLS
AZTEC HAS CLUB.
evening of the killing, Candelario merce committee of the house. It is
At the organization meeting of the and Prudencio Romero, the little fel-- planned to create a commission which
Cloudcrolt. N. 11., Feb. 8. On
Aitcc club held on last Friday alter-- low who was killed, were in Smith's shall immediately Invite plans for a
March 29th there will be held an election throughout Otero county to vote
on the question of the location of a
county high school. According to the
law enacted relative to county high
schools in New Mexico petitions are
filed with the county commissioners
asking for the school and these are
then voted on in order. Each petition
however, has to have a certain percentage of the votes cast in the
county. Alamogordo was the first to
file a petition and her application will
be voted on in this election. The
vote will be for or against the location of the county high school at Alamogordo. A certain per cent of the
votes cast will be necessary to cause
the school to be located there. There
will be a sharp contest throughout
acook
the county as Tularosa, Cloudcroft
section of the
and the mountain
county are opposed to the location of
the school at Alamogordo. It is contended that Alamogordo has always
enjoyed the greater portion of the
county taxes and a more even diviFor
sion in the future is desired.
Old-Fashion- ed
many reasons it would be better to
locate the school at some other point.
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The March to the Breakfast Table
Turns to

-

quickstep frosty mornings when the

serves

Post Tavern Special

Porridge Hot.

A Good

parts of wheat, corn and rice, go to make up this tasty hot
cooked breakfast food and the flavour produced by skilfully blending
The best

these grains makes a dish distinctive and pleasing.
Nourishing and warming, for
To-morrow-

's

Breakfast

At Grocers Everywhere.
Pottum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

REGULATION OF MARRIAGES
OPPOSED BY SOCIALISTS.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 8. "Physical
defects and crippled souls" cannot be
overcome by barring the unfit from
marriage, according to Ogden socialists. Declaring that crime is the
product of wrong and perverted economic conditions, copies of resolutions protesting against the bill that
provides for a board of eugenics to
control marriages were received by
all members of the Utah legislature
today.
The socialists promise a hard fight
against the measure on the ground
that It is not the basic remedy for
elevating the race.
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TO SICK WOMEN

FOR HKN'T A tbrof or nix ro.nn
house furnished or mi! 'uriiished. Aiiply to !) S. Lowiuki.

-

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.

IMPERFECT

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
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Women suffering from nny form of
1915 female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the
MORE
WILL HAVE TO BE MADE
woman's private
correspondence
INMETHODS
NEW
OR
SIMPLE
n
the
E.I'inkham MedSTALLED TO GET DATA.
icine Co., Lynn,
Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read
Washington. 1). C, Feb. S. One of
mid answered by a
vt;nil RilllieclM llisCUHSwoman and held in
f Director
c (
u, ,llmtmi ,.P,,on
freely
Iturand of the bureau of census, re- - strict confidence. A womanto canwoman
a
;
talk of her private illness
cmtly submitted to the secretary of thus has been
established a confidential
commerce anu lauor, is that of the
correspondence which has extended over
pioposod quinquennial census of agrimany
years and which has never been
culture in 1915.
broken. Never have they published a
The thirteenth census act contains testimonial or used a letter without the
n provision' that there shall be In 1915 written consent of the writer, and never
and once every ten years thereafter has the Company allowed these confia census of agriculture and live stock. dential letters to get out of their poslad "rt "f "lincipal session, as the hundreds of thousands
?' "
of them in their files will attest.
crops, etc..
Out of the vast volume of experience
SCHEDULES TOO ELABORATE,
One of the clnet causes of the im- - which they have to draw from, it is more
than possihle that they possess the very
perfection of the recent census of
needed in your case. Nothknowledge
ckibora-ththe
been
has
"culture
great
is asked in return except your good
ing
The
schedules.
tion of the
agricu
will, and their advice has helped thounui muv.n sands.
lurai Hciieuiue ui i;mu
any woman, rich or poor,
mora detailed than that of 1000, yet it should beSurely to
glad take advantage of this
0
contained spaces for more than
generous offer of assistance. Address
diftercnt items regarding each farm Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (condid
f tlM, ,lumivk,8, of c,,urse,
fidential) Lynn, Mass.
to ,he mljoritv of farms, but
"
... thn ,....,. m.vel.
to lnive
Every woman
np
.
it confusing
?
and dis- - Lydia E. l'inkliam's
Text Book. It is not a book for
( 0U1,.1King
l() thp (,Illlmll,,lt()1. ulld t0
general distribution, as it is too
fanwr Amon(, (u, hlririeM wore expensive.
It is free and only
farmP1.
unv wh,ch he avp
obtainable by mail. AVrite for
,
answer
exp(lt.tpd
excipt by it today.
r0UR,lPSt B()rt of
tj,,,.,,,, Kithpl
1(, mmt
thp
nlueU aKlieultural information, or if BIOGRAPHIES BY
U)e ,nfornmtlon mlst ,)0 S((,lU()(1 by
THE COMMON GINK
mpU)0ds (h.ul th.lt of g(,npl.al
el umorfttion
(Continued from page six.)
TAbULA lINu machinery .
"
The population statistics of the Charley Ballard, even to this day. Mr.-thirteenth census, like those of the Hinkle belongs to all the orders lod-nave been pes, sons, daughters and benevolent
wo -nreceaing censuses,
. I
,
.i
u r.nd protectives that exist.
It costs
lanuiaieu oy lueuus oi a yi.nciu-a-Prior to the thirteenth cen-fii- him so much for lodge dues that it
system.
sus the punching machines, electrical keeps him poor.
machines, and electrical
"When I first came to the legislaill eon-- :
tn htii.itim.' nui Mi
- iii - - ture," said Mr. Hinkle, "I had a big
"
hat and boots and spurs.
Likewise,
conf
anything looking like a homesteader
eV s
Tlue used at the thirteenth r sheep man would have got. in bad
census, on the other hand, were devis- - Ui the Pecos country. But times have
ed bv exnerts employed by the bu changed.
Things have got so now.
for
reau, and were either constructed in that we have a little toleration
the machine shop of the bureau or by each other. In fact, I know several
concerns
under contract. Lepublicaiis that are pretty good feloutside
Thus the census bureau now owns its lows. But back in them days, there
These ma- weren't any such this side of the Kantabulating machinery.
chines have been greatly Improved by siiS line. They felt the same way
tlie addition of new devices, which towards a Democrat."
materially reduces the expense of tab-ulation.
Conductor S. h. Miller, Norfolk,
As the result of the expenditures Xebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. &
op the census bureau during the past N". W. Ity.Co., recommends Foley Kid-- :
"I have used;
tew years lor devising anu construct ney Pills and says:
mg tauuiating macaines, tne oureau Foley and Kidney Pills with very satis- factory results and endorse their use!
for any one afflicted with kidney
v. hich can be used with little additional investment for future censuses. trouble.
For
They are all right."
lne present laDtuating maenmes win, sale by all druggists.
Willi utile iiiuui niitt null, piuvc (iu
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
quale to the needs of the bureau for
several censuses to come.
FURNISHING STATISTIC.
MONTEZUMA.
J. H. Koch, Albuquerque.
One of the difficult questions conWalter D. Webb, Los Angeles.
fronting the bureau of the census is
Marshal W. Orme, Mountainair.
tiie extent to which census statistics
Win. Potsch, St. Joseph, Mo.
shall be tabulated and published with
Clifford M. Snyder, Denver.
reference to small areas. Naturally it
.1. L. Miller,
Monte Vista, Colo.
is proper that more details should be
H. L. Gallas, Albuquerque.
a
States
United
for
the
as
published
N. .1. Sttirmguist,
Albuquerque.
WUole and for the states as units than
H. Gass, Albuquerque.
John
tcr sll(.n areas as counties, villages,
Mr. and Mrs. E.
M.
Uiggs and
wards ot ctleS or stin smaller areas.
The drawing of the line with respect child, Denver.
Miss Mary Biggs, Denver.
tr. the amount of detail to be tabulatJ. C. Lacey, Denver.
ed for small areas has for the most
John D. Merriwether, Socorro.
part been left by congress to the judgJ. R. Latta, Chicago.
ment of the director of the census.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Clark, Sidney,
The suggestion has often been made n. y.
census
the
bureau should coin-pilthat
EUROPEAN.
and publish detailed
informaLawrence Evart, San Francisco.
tion, when desired, at the expense of
Frank A. Chaves, Estaucia.
the local governments or individuals
XV.
Wade, Tiaban, N. M.
it.
The
director
recommends
desiring
Horace Harper, El Paso.
to the law which1,
on amendment
It. E. Higgins, Demlng.
would permit the employment of ad- Harrison Garrett, Houston, Mo.
ditional clerks for this purpose, pro-CORONADO.
vided the amount of salaries paid to
J. Foulenfint, Arizona.
such clerks, together with other ex-- j
James Logue, City.
Tenses, should not exceed the amount
Wal Brant, White Horse, Oklu.
Itemijio Mlrabal, San Rafael.
work performed.
H. A. LIndon, Rocky Ford, Colo.
NEW BUILDING NEEDED.
Eloisa Herrera, Las Vegas.
Since for many reasons the census
Fred Jones, Denver, Colo.
office proper has not the advantages
Chas. Rivera, El Paso.
that could be secured in more modern
L. Baca, San Diego.
and suitable quarters, there was some
hesitation about retaining it during
DECIDE YOURSELF.
1913, but after thoroughly canvassing
tl.e situation it was decided upon as The Opportunity Is Here, Backed By
the most advisable course, especially
Santa Fe Testimony.
a the lessor offered to expend several
Don't take our word for It.
thousand dollars
in
Don't depend on a stranger's statechanges, chiefly designed to improve; ment.
the sanitary condition of the build-Read Santa Fe endorsement.
Read the statements of Santa Fe
ing. A more modern building erected
v ith a view to present and future citizens.
needs of the permanent bureau, with
And decide for yourself.
better facilities for lighting and san-- j
Here Is one ease of It:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
itation, and a large amount of storage
space for documents, records, equip- - Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "Two and a
ment and furniture carried over be-- ; half years ago I gave a statement for
tween census periods, would greatly publication reCTarding my experience
facilitate the work of the bureau and with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I
am stronger in my praise of this remwould add to the comfort and well-be- I suffered
greatly
ing of its employes. The need of a; edy than ever.
fireproof
building is
particularly! from disordered kidneys, the pains in
I
great, in view? of the vast quantity of my back being so acute that had to
valuable records
which must be stop work and sit down. The trouble
stored.
steadily grew worse and I rarely
knew what it was to be free from an
Soon after I began usF. E. Walling, a farmer living near ache or pain.
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends ing Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and and aches disappeared and my back
says: "I have been advised by my became strong."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
family doctor to use Foley Honey and
Co., Buffalo,
Tar Compound for my children when cents.
tliere was a cough medicine needed. New York, sole agents for the United
It always gives the best of satisfaction States.
and I recommend it to others." For Remember the name Doan's and
sale by all druggists.
take no other.
NEXT ONE

TO BE TAKEN

FOR HA I. K Second
used only a short time,
automoble seat. Cost
l .

Call

-- 2:i

lliekox

Imnd

biwy.

rubber

lire,
tal

will

$12.",
sre-t- .

IN

ifPI

I'ermiiiieut resident connected willi
.slate government desires to rent modern house, or cottage close in.
Kox J., Santa Fe New Mexican.

Ly-li-

It stands lo reason that what will
tun- must prevent. Iion't you owe
your constitution a little consideration
before it. is too late? If so, try two
weeks at the famous Ojo Culieute Hot
Springs, New .Mexico.
.
SAI.KSMAN to sell new education
specialty to school boards. Exclusive
Liberal
territory. No coinpentitien.
proposition. Cnion School Furnishing
Company, H'Cil V. Van lluren St., Chi-- :
cago, 111.
.

-

onht

W'AXTKH
Traveling men 'who are
making wuiall towns and cross road
stores lo handle our new and
pocket side line. Pays a eommis-- .
sion of fl.ilo per order. A winner. For
full particulars address Hard Mfg. Co.,
LI.' Siycl St., Chicago, 111.

ROOMS OR HOUSES.
List your rooms or place your orders for rooms furnished or unfurnished, or houses furnished or unfurnished for rent or lease with Mrs.
Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin
block. Select list always on hand.
Saves you time and money.

KO-pa- g"

cid

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Hibbons and supplatens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange, I'lione 2?, XV.

"

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

1

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Dank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

card-sortin-

"""""o

"

17-1- 8

i

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in a'l the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
OHice: Laughlin lildg., Santa Fe, X. At.

'

HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

MOULTON,
.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Laud Claims aud Contests a Special!

1

'

. Chat, R. Easley,
Chas, F, Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
aw.
Attorney
Practice in the CourtB and befor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eit-ciN. M.
M.

J. McGUINNESS

'

Attorney-at-La-

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

ADVt.f

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO
TISE7
Tell your story to
2,000,000
;

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Bur-- 1
Deday issue, for $12 per insertion.
scriptive circular FREE,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.

e

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hour; g a. to. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

I

much-neede-

d

j
'

1

j

j

j

i

Foster-Mflbur-

n

....

Ovr

J.

M. DIAZ,

Office 202 Water St., Hours,

PhM

I

to

3 P. M

J Office, 220 W
1
Residence, 9 J

Work. Portable CoiU to be
used at patient's home.

ay

C. C.

GUNTER, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon.

Rooms

18-1- 9

Laughlin

Bldg.

Calls

attended promptly day or night.
Office Hours: 9 to 11 a. m., 2 to

4

p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, T7. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., January 14th, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
January 14th, 1908, made Homestead
NB
Entry No. 05420, for N
SecNB
SW
NW
NE
tion 9, Township 10 , Range 12 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Five Year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 21st day of February,
N--

1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Albino Baca, of Galisteo, N. M.; Nestor Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N. M-Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
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Elf5"-"- "

has 49 pictures of schools in Santa
Fe county and he will arrange them
for an exhibit in the Old Palace. "A
B VJ Ml
BrO Line of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS in surprise is in store for the peopleCon--of!
'
Also full line of PRINCESS this county," he said today. Mr.
(colors.
land ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS In way leaves this evening for Santa
"1 desire in this circular to request colors for use In working tne new Cruz.
Representatives of some famous
Prices the lowest for Reliable MerNew Mexico corporations met today that you give early notice concerning line of LIBRARY SCARFS,
at The White House.
chandise
in
'CENTRE
BAGS,
General
the election for school directors
at the office of Attorney
PIECES, STAMPED
An up to date market was opened
Frank V. Clancy for the purpose of districts outside of
incorporated etc., which are the late designs just
011 Wednesday morning in the Modern
settling certain units brought by lie cities, towns and villages. You will received.
Grocery. A line of the very best
United States government to cancel find full and complete instructions
fresh meats, fish and poultry will be
to the holding of this election
certain timber and land contractu
always on hand and your trade is si-- ! MEMBER OF LEGISLATIVE SENATE,
suits brought as far back as 107 by pages 27 and 28 of the school direc
licked, The fixtures are ordered and
Ormsby McHarg. special U. S. attor- tors' guide. See also page 69 of said
SOUTHEAST COitNK PUZA.
AND
ff.'e on the way. They will be of the
REPUBLICAN
PAT
STAND
directors' guide for form of notice,!
ney.
most modern and sanitary style and
The hearing will be continued Mon- form of ballot, and form of certificate
IS EXOLD GUARD SAYS BILL
will assist in making the Modern
day. Mr. Clancy said, and perhaps of election; the form of directors'
Grocery the logical place to do your
some determination may be reached oath may be found on page 70 of said
TREMELY BAD MEASURE.
on that. day. Among those present at directors" guide.
shopping.
Gerdes
at
See window display
the meeting today were Attorney K.
"Note especially that the payment
X X
W. Dobson of Albuquerque; Attorney rf nnil t;iv in not TieepKsjn-store, 50c ties 25c.
in order
bills es"The present
salary
THE WEATHER.
Xl From 12 to 34 degrees .was the
Franklin of El i'aso; the president of to vote at school elections."
salaries bill, are
the
county
pecially
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8. For XI range in temperature yesterday and
the American Lumber Company; U.
DELEGATES NAMED.
eMremely bad measures and 1 considNew Mexico:
S. Attorney Stephen 11. Davis, of Las
Generally cloudy X the average relative humidity was 88 er that to pass them in their present
Governor William C. McDonald towith snow tonight or Sunday; not X per cent! At C a. m. today the tetn-- j
Vegas.
would be simply to permit the
day appointed D. T. Iloskins, of Las
so cold, in central and east por- - X perature was 13 degrees. Yesterday form,
EDUCATORS MEET.
Albuof
F.
P.
and
McCnnna,
to name
Vegas,
in most
c.mcials,
tions.
Xiwas a r.lnnriv fbiv with lieht snow their own salaries."instances,
instituHeads of the educational
querque, delegates to the Fifth Inter2.8
It
inches.
which
to
fell
of
a depth
tions of New .Mexico met yesterday national Good Roads Congress to be
So said a member of the legislawas clear but .cold last night.
afternoon with Governor McDonald! hold at Chicago on February 2Gth.
tive
senate, a member of the Old
IN
TELEPHONING
New
We are showing
in compliance with a request sent out
Spring Guard, a Republican and standpatter.
The
New
Mexican, If your business Goods In All our Departments. The
by the governor through the state
"I do not care to have my name
MAN AND WOMAN ARE
ii about advertising, subscriptions or White House.
of public instruction, AH
ARRESTED ON GRAVE CHARGE
used in this interview nor to be quoted
If
"31
W."
call
work,
job
up
D.
please
R.
10
A.
van Is. White. The meeting was an
There openly concerning ihis subject unless
Meeting Feb.
you wish to speak to the editor or give will be a
-- Frank
meeting of Stephen Watts it becomes necessary," he added, "but
V
interesting one and it is said every
i,a junta, Colo., Feb.
"31
news,
any
J."
pleate phone
a Caldwell
furnished the governor
Kearny Chapter D. A. R. Monday aft- I have always opposed such salary
and Mrs. Eva Blanciard
ernoon February 10th, at 4 o'clock,
signed statement containing data de- were arrested at Pueblo, Colorado, to
bills as we have at present. For in
For Sale 2 horses, 4 cows. The
at the Archaeological rooms of the
by the chief executive concern-- j day on charges growing out of the
ranch.
stance, there is one provision in the
Bishops
All
memPalace of the Governors,
ing the students attending the var-- death of Clyde Blanehard, the v.om-i- f
bill, where if the proceeds In
Billard will make
county
abstracts
your
bers are urged to attend as the elecus institutions of the state.
ipn's husband on Dececmber 1, i!U2. right.
an official's office runs over a specified
tion of officers wi'l take place and
SHOOL DIRECTORS.
They were taken to Fowler, Cole.
he is to receive an increase!
Men's neckwear at Gerdes' only 25c other matters of.
State Superintendent of Public In- - rado. and arraigned.
importance brought (mount,
erch.
equal to twenty-fivper cent
thereon,
before
the
A
struction
Ivan N. White today mailmeeting.
At the time of Blanchard's death
o. his fixed salary. J hat means tnat
At Work Again The smiling conn-- '
aa
Heard
Over the Phone
ed out to the county school superin- the coroner's
jury returned a veruic'. tenance of .Toe Sandoval is asraln sppti order "is heard over the Many at i' he received $4000 a year and the
tendents a circular letter about elec- of death from "morphine
phone"
business of his office ran one dollar
poisoning. in the office of County Clerk M. A. our store. It is one of the
ways in
tion for school directors.
The letter Officers stated today that the man aid Ortiz.
above the fixed sum he would get a
Joe
is
importtranscribing
folks
which
as
quality
purchasing
follows:
enjoy
begins
woman were together when arrestee ant;
sum equal to 25 per cent of his $4000
documents, it is said.
drug store goods from us. Zook's,
LOST A Sealskin and Persian Pharmacy.
saitiry or an additional $1000.
Uunb muff. Reward for return. Miss
,"I want it understood that 1 am not
Grace,
Archbishop Preaches His
Manderfield.
will an opponent of fair and just salaries
the Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval
1
tuinic tne
Step to the' Phone and Say it
preach at the 'Cathedral at 7 o'clock ":r county omciais, but
Whether you need a necessity or lux- tomorrow night and he extends an in- time has now arrived, where salaries
ury, you can depend upon our phone vitation to the public to attend the oi officials ought to be fixed on the
service and prompt delivery. Zook's services.
Catholics as well as non- - basis of service rendered and not upon
Pharmacy.
Catholics are invited. It is rare that politics. I am a Republican and I shall;
New Spring Styles in Dresses at tne archbishop preaches in English at be found voting with the Republican
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WATCHES
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AND

CLOCKS

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.
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HOUSE CLEANING

j

TIME WILL SOON BE HERE
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F. ANDREWS
THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

TO

EAT

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.
Phone No. 4

1

ANDREWS HpeNo.4

IMF WB

winie nouse.

We do aluminum molting and cast. lic will have an opportunity of hear-irobrazing and guarantee the same, illg Iii3 0raee Tlw pastoral letter
Store your car in a fire proof build-- ot the
will be read at all
Rates reasonable. Transconti-- tn maBBe8 tomorrow morning. This
ing.
nental Garage.
letter is usually of great importance,
The regular meeting of the Wo- reviewing, as it does, the work of the
man's Board of Trade will be held past year and offering recommendaMonday afternoon, February 10th, at tions of significance.
2;l!0 o'clock in the library building.
Shoe
Don't forget our extensive
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. Department. The Packard Shoes for
The finest rooms in the city, having Men; The Selby" Shoes for Ladies;
electric light, steam heat and baths. The Excelsior Shoes for Boys; The
Tne
The European Hotel, centrally lo- Wood Shoes for Children
cated.
State Progressive Headquar- White House.
ters in the hotel.
Not a Masquerade It was annbunc- for
Everything for Everybody at Thejtd today that the Elks dance
Valentine night will not be a mas
White House.
100 dozen new ties on sale at querade affair, btit will be a regular
dance. This information was received
Gerdes', only 25 cents each.
late today to change the announce- We Deliver the Goods Whatever ment which
appears in the social cal-your purchase may be, in whatever endar.
The idea of a masquerade
section of the city you reside, we'll
was abandoned, it is said, because ol
deliver to your door. Our. service will
the Lenten season which does not lend
Zook's
Pharmacy.
please you.
itself to such affairs.
'
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
Abstract Co. for abstract work.
THROWS BABE TO
Mr. Conway Again County School
SAFETY ONLY TO
now
he
Superintendent Conway says
DIE UNDER WHEELS.

AREN DON GARDEN

L

rTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
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HOUSE

Mother Throws Babe to Curb When
She Sees Auto Coming Infant is
Alive But She is Expiring.
Milwaukee, Wist Feb. 8. Realizing that she could not escape the
automobile
wheels of an
which was approaching her, Mrs. Harry C. Langemo 24 years old, threw
her 18 months-olbaby to the curbstreet today and
ing of a down-towthe
was herself crushed
beneath
She was fatally
machine.
injured,
but her child was saved. The driver
was arrested.
n

SPECIAL

SALE

PROFIT-SHARIN- G

I

UNDERMUSLINS

The Finest Assortment Ever Shown
It Represents the Very Latest in the Muslin
Underwear Line Made from the Newest Models

"j

WS

!

r m
V f

The Most Beautiful Trimmings and Originality of Design
THEY MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED
We have put them out in the following lots :
Consisting of Gowns, Drawers, Skirts and

!

!

!

Lot A Corset Gowns, Values, atSkirts
...
$ .25
and
Drawers,
Corset Covers, 75c and
Lot B Consisting
Values, at
.59
Combination
Suits,
Lot C Consisting
Skirts, Drawers, etc.,
Values,
.79
Combination
Princess
Suits,
Lot D Consisting
1.19
Slips, Gowns, Skirts, $1.50 $1.75 Values
Combination
Princess
Suits,
Lot E Consisting
1.39
Slips,Gowns,Skirts,etc,$2& $2.50 Values
Covers, 50c

.

of

85c

.

of

of

&

of

ALL BETTER GRADES AND CREPE DE CHENE UNDERWEAR

WITH

20

DISCOUNT.

Take Advantage of this Sale

BECAUSE THE BETTER GARMENTS OO FIRST. In conjunction with
this sale we are showing NEW QOOUS in AH Oar Departments. It
walk about the store. Everything we have represents a saving to you.

COME EARLY
will pay you

to

THE WHITE HOUSE

o

AMERICAN FREIGHT CARS
BEAT EFFICIENCY RECORD.
8.
Feb.
Increased
Washington,
efficiency, in handling of freight cars
during the last six months has been
"equivalent to an addition of more
than 150,000 freight cars to the
of American
railroads.
equipment
This statement is made to the chair
man of the interstate commerce commission by Arthur Hale, general agent
of the American Railway association
who says the figures show "American
freight cars beat the record for
PRESIDENT TO HOLD HEARING
ON IMMIGRATION BILL.
Washington, Feb. S. President Taft
v ill hold a final conference
on th
bill
immigration
with the senate and house conferees
In the white house offices Monday.
Representative Curley of Massacheu-setts- ,
told the president that the Wtl
violated the amity clause of the treaties between the United States and
rne president reEuropean nations,
cently gave a public hearing on the
measure.
Burnett-Dillingha-

BRIGHTEN UP WITH SUNSHINE

TO "BRIDGE" CRITICISM
Former Mayor

!

Santa Fe Hard ware & Supply Co.
MEMORIAL ADDRESSES

PERSONALS

IN SENATE.
D.

C, Feb. 8. Memorial addresses for the late Senators
(Owing to the great Interest man! Robert L. Taylor of Tennessee, and
tested in the Personal Column, the George S. Nixon of Nevada, and RepNew Mexican requests its readers to resentatives Edmond H. Madison, and
send in by mail (a postcard will do) A. C. Mitchell of Kansas, were delivor by telephone (call "31 J") items for ered today in the senate.
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
NOT DEAD YET.
Mexican and on their friends. ComSan Salvador, Republic of Salvamunications sent by mail should bear
dor, Feb. 8. The president of Salvathe signature of the writer).
dor, Dr. Mauel E. Araujo, is now conWilliam Potsch, the well known sidered out of
danger from the
salesman, is here from St. Joseph, wounds inflicted on him on February
Mo.
,.,
4 by a would be assassin.
Washington,

.,

N. L. (lalles, a business nian of Albuquerque, is ill the city.
Holm O. Bursum, the well known
Republican politician, Is here from
Socorro. He is stopping at the Pal-

ace.
Colonel George Prichard has returned from Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Butler of
Washington, D. C, leave tonight for
Los Angeles. They have spent a couple of days here looking at the sights
of the capital. Mr. Butler is presi
dent of the Washington Archaeological society and is much interested in
ihp School of American Archaeology
here.
W. E. Garrison, president of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts arrived yesterday
from Mesilla Park.
Dr. W. H.
came 1 in
Livingston
frojn Espanola yesterday to spend
Sunday here.
Mrs, .1. E. Alexander and Miss Alexander are visitors here from Roy,
They are at the Palace.
W. Wade of Taiban, N. M... is a
visitor in the city.
Aldo Leopold of Tres Piedras was
in Santa Fe yesterday on official
lusiness, leaving for home this morn-lug.
W. M. Scott, freight and passenger
iigent of the D. & R. G., returned last
evening from a business trip to the
San Luis Valley and other points.
2
; Joseph D. Sena is imprisoned in the
house by a severe attack of rheuma
tism, having been so seriously ill as
o be confined to the bed the past two
days.
i. tu,
jpernnot nas returned irom a
business trip in the southern portion
of the state.
Manager Stanton, of the Elks' theatre, who has been east for ten days
past, will extend his trip for period
of three weeks longer.
James S. Black, of the Albuquerque J
Herald, will spend Sunday iu the
Duke City, resting from In Uatiea as t
legislative scribe,
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Arthur Seligman expect to have a report ready to give
recently appointed chairman of the to the taxpayers within a short time.
Santa Fe county highway board which
"Unfortunately at this time there is
MARTIN FUNERAL IS HELD.
has charge of the roads and bridges not $1 available in the county bridge
of this county, today replied to criti fund to fix the upper Palace avenue
London, Feb. 8. Funeral services
cisms published concerning the Pal bridge. The commissioners
should for the late
Bradley Martin of New
ace avenue bridge which is said to be have known this and given this reawas held this morning In Christ
in a dangerously neglected condition. son for the delay in the fixing of this York,
church Mayfar. The staff of the UnitMr. Seligman said:
bridge rather than to shift the respon- ed States
and a number of
"My attention has been called to sibility of a condition that has exist- persons - embassy
socially prominent attended.
your recent criticism of the bad con ed for 14 months, on a board without The
body Is to be taken to the Unitdition of a bridge on upper Palace funds and that has been in existed States for burial.
unence
is
and
which criticism
avenue,
but one month. A meeting of
the county road board has been call
doubtedly justifiable.
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, King"Upon investigation I find that the ed for the lflth of this month, at which
bridge in question was reported In time the matter will be given prompt ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
bad condition some 14 months ago attention and without doubt sufficient application) had such decided benefit
and should have been attended to by funds will be found or raised to eith from using Foley's Honey and Tar
at that er patch this bridge up temporarily, Compound that she shares her good
the county commissioners
time. The county road board have so as to make it passable or provide fortune wit a others.
She writes:
been in existence about thirty days a permanent and suitable structure. "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
and have devoted most of their time
"The members of the county road brought my voice back to me during a
since organization,
trying to ascer board will appreciate any suggestions severe case of bronchitis and laryn
tain the financial condition of the or any report on any county road or gitis. Oh how many people I have reFor sale bv alii
county in respect to the bridge and bridge that needs attention or repairs commended it to."
'
road funds, and the county road board at any time."
.
, j
druggists. ,

EVERY

DA

:
Y

j

we' hear someone say, want
another pair 'of those good
shoes, just like the last ones
I

;

I

J

had.

They're the best I ever saw.
This it sure proof of the good-- :
ness of our School Shoe.
We know they're good and
if we fit the Boy or Girl just
once you'll know it too!
CALF STUR- -

GUN METAL,
DY

CALF

BOX

OR

THE

NEW

HEAVY TANS, PAT- ENT CALF FOR HIS DRES!)
SHOES. BUTTON OR

!

j

SURE REPEATERS

ARE

j

.

i

MR. SELIGMAN REPLIES

Gowns,

$1 & $1.25

Children's Garments from 10c up.

JURY FAILS TO CONVICT
TWO ALLEGED GRAFTERS.
New York, N. Y., Feb. S The government's case against A. L. Wisner
nd John J. Meyers, indicted for misuse of the mails to promote oil and
mining properties resulted today in
The jury was discharg
no verdict.
ed after vainly trying for 4G hours to
The trial lasted nine weeks
agree.
and cost the government 170,000. Wisner and Meyers were accused of defrauding investors all over the coun
Their
2,000,000
try of more than
main defense was that a partner, who
v ent to Europe, but later returned to
become a government witness, got
n ,st of the money.
"Never iu all my experiences " snid
Uudge Mack, ','liave I seen a clearer
case for conviction or damag e: eviIt U almost
dence better produced.
to me how any of
incomprehensible
these jurors could have stood nit all
this time against conviction."
Pending a new trial the defendants
were admitted to bail. The amount in
Myer's case was fixed at $12,500, in
Wisner's case, $4.O00.

ures, but I do not believe that it is
right to bolster up an organization on
tl.e offices to which the people elect
fiese men. Some of the county salaries are too high and there are other
ll.ings in that bill to which I am absolutely opposed. 1 believe that the
t wo bills are more or less, the work of
county officials who have prevailed in
various ways, to get the sums they
want for their salaries, put into the
t ills. I am not in favor of the coun- ty salaries bill nor am I in favor of
the district attorney salaries bill, as
tb.ey have been prepared by the
I believe that if
finance committees.
bills like those are enacted, the peo- plo will be resentful and that this
legislature will be severely criticis-toed."
The Indications now are that the
county salaries bill, especially, is in
for a bitter attack, not only by the
Democrats and Progressives, but by
seme members of the Old Guard. The
measures are special order for Monday at 10 o'clock in the house. They
rave not yet been considered by
either branch of the legislature.
It is reported today, that the Old
Guard party leaders are assembling
in Santa Fe and that between
now
and Monday morning, they will again
try to line up a caucus and secure signatures to an agreement to pass the
present measures.
Governor McDonald has not yet indicated what his action will be but it
1;
understood that he heartily favors
many changes in the salaries bills and
that if they reach him in their present
shape, he will probably use the veto,
although he has not as yet, so stnted.
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